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Abstract	  	  	  
Tidal bars and ebb- and flood-dominated channels are characteristic for tidal inlet systems 
and estuaries. The dynamics of tidal bars are poorly understood whereas fluvial bars are well 
understood due to linear stability analyses, numerical modelling and field observations. Ebb-
and flood-dominated tidal channels flank tidal bars. For both tidal bars and ebb- and flood-
dominated channels theory is hardly theory available and scale experiments on bars and tidal 
channels have not yet been performed. Main objective of this thesis is to ascertain whether 
tidal bars and channels form in physical scale experiments, investigate characteristics of tidal 
bars and channels and compare with previous literature. The experimental setup consisted of 
a tilting basin that was 3.2 meters long and 1 meter wide. Tides were created by tilting the 
basin over the diagonal. In addition braided rivers bars were investigated by unidirectional 
flow for comparison with the formation of tidal bars under reversing flow conditions. The 
results show that both tidal bars and ebb- and flood-dominated channels initiated 
spontaneously due to small perturbations in the sediment bed and leaded to the formation of 
bar-channel couples. These bar-channel systems were only morphological active during one 
phase of the tides. Two types of bars emerged in the system: either large round/diamond 
shaped bars or elongated sharper-edged bars. Tidal excursion length was the main forcing 
that determined the shape and size of bars and channels. The length of the bars is 
significantly correlated to tidal excursion length, which is in agreement with previous 
modelling studies. Unlike fluvial bars, tidal bars exhibited no net migration and moved back 
and forth symmetrically. The formed ebb- and flood-tidal channels were similar to 
observations in nature. The braided river formed in the experimental setting was 
characterized by multiple channel systems, irregular bar patterns and bars that varied in 
shape and size.  
 
Keywords: tidal bars, ebb- and flood-dominated channels, tidal excursion length, fluvial 
bars, experiment.  
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1.	  Introduction	  	  
Bars are found in both fluvial and tidal systems. In fluvial systems, bars are solitary repeated 
patterns that occur in a river channel, and control the altimetric and planimetric evolution of 
rivers (Seminara et al., 2012). The current knowledge on fluvial bars is that they are 
considered to be the key factor controlling important fluvial processes, such as meandering 
and braiding river patterns (Seminara et al., 2012). From a mechanistic point of view, bars 
can be distinguished into free and forced bars, whereas their classification is based on the 
mechanism that underlies their formation (Seminara et al, 2012). Forced bars are stationary 
and initiated and forced by channel curvature, variations in channel width or flow 
convergence (Tubino et al., 2013; Kleinhans and van den Berg, 2010). On the other hand, 
free bars are unstable features and migrate downstream (Seminara et al., 2012; Seminara 
and Tubino, 2001). This thesis focuses on free bars. The celerity and size of fluvial bars is 
determined by the width/depth ratio of the river channel (Tubino et al., 2013; Kleinhans, 
2010; Garotta et al., 2006). Depending on the width/depth ratio being small or large, bars 
may occur in single row bars or in multiple rows in rivers (fig 1.1). Width/depth ratio also 
influences bar shape. In relative wide rivers, fast migrating and small bars occur, whereas 
slowly migrating and large bars may occur in narrow rivers (fig 1.1).  
 
Bars are also typically observed in tidal systems, referred as tidal bars, where they are 
affected by reversing flow during ebb and flood (Kleinhans, 2012). Tidal bars are defined as 
sediment waves with their wavelengths scaling width channel width (Garotta et al., 2006). 
Tidal bars may occur in tidal inlet systems such as the Dutch Wadden Sea or tide-dominated 
estuaries, such as the Aberdovey and Westerschelde estuary. In tidal systems, tidal bars 
differ also in shape and size (fig 2.1). Unlike fluvial bars, little is known about initiation of 
tidal bars and development in tidal scale experiments. The current state of knowledge for 
tidal bars is based on modelling studies (Schramkowski et al., 2002; Seminara and Tubino, 
2001; Schuttelaars and de Swart, 1999; Schramkowski et al., 2004, Garotta et al., 2006) and 
from observational studies (Dalrymple, 1977; Dalrymple et al., 1975; de Vries-Klein, 1970). 
No significant experiment data on tidal bars is currently available that could show significant 
insights in the characteristics of tidal bars.  
 
Ebb- and flood-dominated channels flank tidal bars (fig 2.1) (Van Veen, 1950). Van Veen 
(1950) investigated these ebb- and flood-dominated tidal channels in the Netherlands tidal 
waters. Swinkels et al., (2009) extended the research of van Veen (1950) in the 
Westerschelde. Although some efforts were made to understand ebb- and flood-dominated 
channels (Van Veen, 1950; Swinkels et al., 2009), there is still hardly any theory and 
experiments on ebb- and flood dominated channels are rare. The objective of this thesis is to 
ascertain whether tidal bars and ebb- and flood tidal channels may form in experimental 
setting, investigate characteristics of tidal bars and channels, and if results are in agreement 
with previous literature.  
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Figure 1.1: Single row bars in the Westerschelde estuary in the Netherlands (left) and multiple row 
bars in the Waimakariri River in New Zealand (right) (Bing maps, assessed on April 2013; Google, 
assessed on April 2013).  
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2.	  Theoretical	  framework	  	  
The morphology of tidal systems results from the nonlinear interaction between water and 
sediment motion and the bed topography (Hibma et al., 2004). The smallest morphological 
phenomena in tidal systems are characterized as ripples and dunes that have formed on the 
sediment bed and are referred as microscale features. Interacting ebb- and flood-dominated 
channels and bars are referred as mesoscale features. When looking at an aggregated scale, 
both features belong to macroscale elements of tidal systems such as the tidal inlet and ebb-
tidal delta (Hibma et al., 2004). This thesis focuses on the mesoscale features in tidal 
systems, such as tidal inlets and estuaries, where the principal forcing of those features is 
tidal motion.  
 

2.1	  Tidal	  systems:	  tidal	  inlets	  and	  estuaries	  	  	  
Tidal systems are defined as systems where the influence of the energy of the waves is 
relatively low compared to the influence of the tidal currents (Masselink and Hughes, 2003). 
Examples of such tidal systems are tidal inlet systems and estuaries. However, only tide-
dominated estuaries are referred as tidal systems, as estuaries can also be mixed-energy 
estuaries or completely wave-dominated (Masselink and Hughes, 2003; Dalrymple and Choi, 
2007; Todeschini, 2006). This chapter will explain dynamics and sediment transport 
processes in tidal inlet systems and tide-dominated estuaries.  
 

2.1.1	  Tidal	  inlet	  system	  	  
A tidal inlet system is defined as a system that consists of a barrier island, tidal inlet and 
deltas and a backbarrier basin (fig 2.1E). Tidal inlets separate barrier islands, defined as 
elongated offshore ridges or bodies of sandy/gravelly sediments, running parallel with the 
mainland coast. The islands lie above high-tide level and are separated by the mainland 
coast by a backbarrier basin or salt marsh. A typical backbarrier basin system is composed of 
several morphological units (de Swart and Zimmerman, 2009): ebb- and flood-dominated 
channels, ebb-tidal delta and tidal bars. Tidal bars are present in the main channels, which 
undergo a sequence of bifurcations when moving further into the tidal basin. This results in a 
complex pattern of tidal bars and channels (fig 2.1E). 
 
Tidal flow asymmetry is the main factor for net sediment transport in tidal systems (Dronkers, 
1986; Todeschini, 2006). However, not only tidal flow influences sediment transport, also 
wave-driven processes affect sediment transport in tidal systems. The presence of waves 
can lead to reduction of the ebb-current and enhancement of the flood current. During ebb, 
the ebb-tidal currents and waves are in opposite direction and this result in a reduction in 
magnitude of the ebb current. During flood, the flood-tidal currents and waves are both 
flowing in the same direction. The tidal inlet however, is an obstacle for the approaching 
waves. A small fraction of the incoming waves is able to pass through the tidal inlet and 
propagates into the tidal basin (Hayes, 1980; Sha, 1989). 
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Figure 2.1: Tidal bars and ebb- and flood-dominated channels in the outer zone of (A) Afon 
Maddwach estuary, England. (B) Zoom of yellow box (in A) in Afon Maddwach estuary. (C) Round-
shaped tidal bars in Aberdovey estuary, England. (D) Sharper-shaped single row tidal bars in 
Westerschelde estuary in the Netherlands. Yellow arrows indicate ebb or flood channel and orange 
ellipse represents tidal bars. (E) Tidal bars and ebb- and flood-dominated channels in the backbarrier 
basin in the Wadden Sea, the Netherlands. Green arrow indicates tidal inlet between Vlieland and 
Terschelling. (F) Multiple channel system and bars in Waimakariri River, New Zealand (Bing maps, 
assessed on April 2013; Google assessed on April 2013).  
  
 
 

	  

(D)  
 

(C)  
 

(E)  
 

(F)  
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2.1.2	  Tide-‐dominated	  estuaries	  	  
Pritchard (1967) defines an estuary as a semi-enclosed coastal body of water, which has a 
free connection with the open sea and where the seawater mixes with freshwater derived 
from land drainage. The seaward part of the estuary is subjected to the tidal motion that 
produces landward-directed currents (flood) and seaward-directed currents (ebb). The 
magnitude of the tidal currents is weakest at the mouth and head of the estuary (Dalrymple 
and Choi, 2007) (fig 2.2). The strongest tidal currents are present in the middle of the 
estuary, close near the place where the distributary channels bifurcate around tidal bars (fig 
2.2). Ahner (1960) in Hibma et al. (2004) observed this pattern of bifurcating channels 
around bars in the middle of estuaries in the USA and the Westerschelde Estuary in the 
Netherlands. Ahner (1960) attributed this pattern to modification of the tidal wave that 
propagates through the estuary. The tidal wave has the character of a progressive wave 
when the tidal wave enters the estuary (Hibma et al., 2004). Maximum ebb currents occur 
around minimum waterlevel and maximum flood currents around maximum waterlevel. 
However, when the tidal wave propagates further into the estuary, an increasing phase shift 
develops between maximum waterlevel and currents. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2.2: (A) Schematic representation of a funnel-shaped tide-dominated estuary (Dalrymple and 
Choi, 2007). Note the presence of elongate tidal bars at the seaward end of the system and tidal flats 
and salt marshes.  (B) Variation in intensity of energy of waves and river- and tidal currents. 

 
The inland parts of tidal systems are narrow and more sinuous channels are present with 
bars (Dalrymple and Choi, 2007). Here bars are often bank-attached point bars or 
alternating bars and no flow separation occurs of the flow into mutually evasive ebb- and 
flood-dominated channels (Van den Berg et al. in press in Dalrymple and Choi, 2007).  Tidal 
channels are wide and straight at the seaward part of the estuaries (outer zone). Here, 
elongate tidal bars are present that delineate usually multiple tidal channels, which become 
longer when moving seaward (Masselink and Hughes, 2003). The elongate tidal bars in tidal 
channels may become dissected by smaller channels, which have cut oblique across the tidal 
bar. Those smaller channels are called swatchways (Robinson, 1960 in Dalrymple and Choi, 
2007) or connecting channels (Swinkels et al., 2009). Further landwards the tidal inlet is 
present.  

currents, tidal currents, and waves. The relative im-
portance of these processes varies in a systematic
manner through the river-to-marine transition (Figs. 9
and 11). Physical processes of lesser importance
(e.g., wind and oceanic currents) are not considered
here for simplicity, but may be important in some
cases.

3.1.1. River currents
River currents decrease in strength and relative

important in a seaward direction through both estuaries
and deltas, because of the decreasing physical and
hydraulic gradient as the river approaches the sea. The
splitting of flow between multiple distributary and tidal
channels also contributes to the seaward decrease in the
strength of river flow.

Fig. 8. Coast-normal variation in the essential controls on sedimen-
tation in the transition from purely fluvial settings (“land”), through the
tide-dominated coastal zone, to shelf environments (“sea”). These
variations represent the fundamental constraints that determine the
nature of the facies changes through this transition zone.

Fig. 9. (A) Schematicmap of a tide-dominated estuary. Note the funnel shape, the systematic changes in channel geometry (“straight”-meandering-“straight”),
the presence of elongate tidal bars in the seaward part, and the fringingmuddy tidal flats and salt marshes. (Note that themud flats and salt marshes are replaced
with mangroves in tropical areas). Because the system as a whole is migrating landward (i.e., transgressing), the outer margin of the mudflats is commonly
bordered by an erosional channel margin (cf. Dalrymple et al., 1991). A schematic cross section of such an estuary is shown in Fig. 6. After Dalrymple et al.
(1992). (B) Longitudinal variation of the intensity of the three main physical processes, river currents, tidal currents and waves, and the resulting directions of
net sediment transport (at bottom of A) through a tide-dominated estuary. Note the development of a bedload convergence (BLC) at the location of the tightly
meandering portion of the channel. Modified from Dalrymple et al. (1992). (C) Longitudinal variation of: the grain size of the sand fraction, the suspended-
sediment concentration and “bulk” grain size of the resulting deposits (essentially the sand:mud ratio). See text for additional discussion. A and B courtesy of
SEPM (Society for Sedimentary Geology).

141R.W. Dalrymple, K. Choi / Earth-Science Reviews 81 (2007) 135–174
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Examples of tide-dominated estuaries are the Aberdovey estuary and Afon Mawddach 
estuary. The estuaries exhibit a well-developed system of multiple ebb- and flood-dominated 
channels separated by tidal bars in the outer zone of the estuary (fig 2.1). 
 

2.1.3	  Sediment	  transport	  	  
In general two types of sediment transport can be distinguished (Van Rijn, 1993; van 
Leeuwen, 2002): bedload transport and suspended load transport. When the bed-shear 
stress velocity exceeds the critical value for initiation of motion (θcr, eq. 3), bed material 
particles will move by rolling and/or sliding when being in continuous contact with the bed 
surface. When the bed-shear velocity increases, particles move by saltation, which is 
referred as the particles moving by regular jumps across the bed. When the bed-shear 
velocity starts to exceed the fall-velocity of particles, sediment can be lifted up from the bed 
to a level where upwards-turbulent forces are higher than then the submerged weight of the 
particle, which causes the particles to go into suspension. The process whereby particles are 
rolling, sliding and saltation is called bedload transport, while the movement of suspended 
particles is referred as suspended-load transport (Van Rijn, 1993). Suspended load is for 
considerable period of time without contact with the bed. The combination of bedload and 
suspended load transport is defined as total load transport (Van Leeuwen, 2002). An 
important characteristic of suspended load particles is that the particles in the water column 
need time to reach the bed. This time span is defined as settling lag and is an important 
difference between bedload and suspended load (van Leeuwen, 2002). Net sediment 
transport in tide-dominated environments during one tidal cycle is important for the 
development of morphodynamic units.  
 
Sediment particles will start to move when the bed shear-stress acting on the particles starts 
to exceed a certain threshold value, referred as critical bed-shear stress (Van Rijn, 1993; van 
Leeuwen, 2002). The bed-shear stress [N/m2] can be defined as follows: 
 
τb = ρ g (u2/C2) = ρ U*     (1) 
 
Wherein ρ represents the density of water [kg/m3], g the gravitational acceleration [m/s2], u 
the depth-averaged flow velocity [m/s], C being the Chezy coefficient [m0,5/s] and U* being 
the friction velocity (Van Rijn, 1993). From equation (1) it follows that the bed-shear stress is 
related to the flow velocity above the bed. In order for particles to start moving the flow 
velocity must exceed a critical value (van Leeuwen, 2002). Shields (1965) studied initiation 
of motion and related the bed-shear stress (τ) to the dimensionless sediment mobility 
parameter (θ). The dimensionless shields parameter is given by (Van Rijn, 1993):  
 
θ = τb / ((ρs – ρw) g d50        (2)  
 
Wherein τb is the bed-shear stress [N/m2], ρs represents the density of sediment [kg/m3], ρw 
the water density [kg/m3], g the gravitational acceleration [m/s2] and d50 being the median 
grain size [m] (Van Rijn, 1993).  
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In order for particles to start moving, the dimensionless sediment mobility parameter (θ) has 
to exceed the critical sediment mobility parameter (θcr), given by (Van Rijn, 1993): 
 
θcr = τb,cr / ((ρs – ρw) g d50        (3) 
 
where τb,cr represents the critical bed-shear stress [N/m2]. The dimensionless sediment 
mobility parameter (θ) and the critical sediment mobility parameter (θcr) are important 
parameters when using (scale) experiments (Van Dijk et al., 2012). The experiment 
conditions must be designed such that the flow is able to rework the sediment and is able to 
transport the sediment due to both bedload and suspended load transport processes (θ > θcr) 
(Kleinhans and van den Berg, 2010).   
 
The main factor for net sediment transport in tidal systems is a result of tidal flow 
asymmetry (Dronkers, 1986). Two types of asymmetry in relation to tidal systems are 
present. This first asymmetry can be described as the difference in magnitude between 
maximum flood and ebb currents. The second asymmetry is defined as time-flow asymmetry, 
which is caused by the difference in variation of the current velocity around high water slack 
(HWS) and low water slack (LWS). The slack water period is defined as the period when flow 
starts to reverse, while flow velocities are still low and particles start to settle down 
(Leeuwen, 2002). The time-flow asymmetry type is responsible for the development of 
asymmetry in sedimentation processes, erosion and resuspension of sediment, and 
consequently responsible for the tidal displacement of sediment in tidal inlet systems.  
 

2.2	  Ebb-‐	  and	  flood-‐dominated	  channels	   
Tide-dominated systems are often characterized by a pattern of multiple channels that divide 
and recombine around tidal bars (fig 2.3, left) (Dalrymple and Choi, 2007; Hibma et al., 
2004; Swinkels et al., 2009). This channel pattern changes every tidal cycle and results in an 
ebb- and flood-dominated channel system (Van Veen, 1950). The resulting pattern develops 
during the ebb- and flood cycle is referred as a multichannel system (Swinkels et al., 2009). 
So far only Van Veen investigated in some extent the pattern of ebb- and flood-dominated 
channels in the 1950s for the Westerschelde estuary and the Dutch Wadden Sea. In Van 
Veen (1950) definitions, the flood-tidal channel (ebb-tidal channel) is open to the flood 
current (ebb current) and exhibits a sill at the landward end (seaward end). The curved ebb-
channel is often deeper than the flood-channel. The ebb-tidal channel starts to meander in 
cases where the width between the banks of the channel is not too large (three to five times 
larger than the width of the main ebb channel). The flood-channel is relatively straight and 
forms a shortcut through the inner bend of the meandering ebb-channel (fig 2.3, right) (Van 
Veen, 1950; Swinkels et al., 2009). In the beginning the flood channels transport little 
sediment and only start to transport sediment as it propagates more landwards (Van Veen, 
1950).  
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Figure 2.3: Multichannel system that consists of ebb- and flood-dominated channels that recombine 
around tidal bars (left) (Van Veen, 1950) and circulating sand currents in tidal system (right). Sand 
moves upstream in the flood-tidal channel and downstream in the ebb-tidal channel (Van Veen, 1950). 
E= ebb dominated channel, F= flood-dominated channel.  
 
An important feature of ebb and flood channels is that they often seem to evade another. 
Sometimes an ebb-or flood-channel splits into two branches and embraces the other 
opposing channel. In some cases the two opposing channels move sideways and approach 
each other in a flank attack. These features develop due to opposing sand transport during 
ebb and flood and due to meandering. Flood-driven sediment transport is dominant in flood-
channels during flood and vice versa. The opposing sediment fluxes form a sill when the 
flood and ebb-tidal channel meet. However, tidal motion oscillates the sediment, which 
results in a residual sediment transport (fig 2.3, right). Near flood and ebb channels sand 
eddies develop where sand moves downstream in ebb channels and upstream in flood 
channels. However, sand in the sill at the upstream and downstream end in flood and ebb 
channel does not cease there. Where the sand is deposited differs from deposition on tidal 
flats or it may return by the sides of the flood and ebb channel (van Veen, 1950).  
 
The characteristic behavior of ebb- and flood-tidal channels is also observed in the 
Westerschelde (Swinkels et al., 2009; Hibma et al., 2004; Van Veen, 1950). This 
multichannel system can be schematized as a series of repetitive units that consists of a 
curved main ebb-channel and a straight flood-tidal channel that is separated by subtidal 
shoals or tidal bars (fig 2.4 & 2.4B) (Swinkels et al., 2009; Van Veen, 1950). These units are 
distinct morphological cells and can be defined on such as the basis of the residual sediment 
circulation. This circulation pattern arises due to the asymmetric water motion during flood 
and ebb (several studies in Swinkels et al., 2009; Van Veen, 1950). These so-called 
macrocells are present in the Westerschelde (fig 2.4A). The main ebb- and flood-channel are 
connected by connecting channels that intersect the bars inbetween the two channels. The 
connecting channels are unique morphological features of the multichannel system and 
induce exchange of water between the two main channels and distribute tidal flow in the 
channel system (Jeuken, 2000 in Swinkels et al., 2009). The connecting channels are 
maintained by the difference in waterlevels between the two main channels. Swinkels et al.. 
2009 investigated three hydrodynamic mechanisms that are responsible for the difference in 
waterlevels: (1) differences in tidal wave propagation, (2) centrifugal forces and (3) Coriolis 
forces.  
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Figure 1. The Western Scheldt study area.

Figure 2. Van Veen’s (1950) braided channel pattern (top) and the re-
sidual sediment circulation over the main channels (bottom). F ! flood
channel, E ! ebb channel.

(Figure 3), which are successively labelled macrocell 1 to 6
from west to east.

Connecting channels provide a link between a main ebb
and flood channel by intersecting the shallow sub- and inter-
tidal areas between the two channels and are unique mor-
phological features of the multichannel system. They induce
water exchange between two main channels and thereby re-
distribute the tidal flow in the channel system (Jeuken,
2000). Water level differences between a main ebb and flood
channel provide the driving force of the flow in the connecting
channel and are hence responsible for maintaining the con-
necting channels (Van den Berg, Jeuken, and Van der Spek,
1996). Connecting channels are present in areas where water
level differences are largest, which is typically the bar area
at the landward end of the flood channel (Jeuken, 2000). Con-
necting channels cutting through this bar area are referred
to as bar connecting channels. Additionally, a second type of
connecting channels can be distinguished in the Western
Scheldt: the shoal connecting channels, which cross through
the shallow intertidal area separating the two main channels
(Figure 3). Larger water level differences are likely to be as-
sociated with larger and/or more connecting channels. Con-
necting channels tend to display a quasi-cyclic behaviour,
characterized by stages of expansion, migration, and degen-
eration. They are marked by rapid lateral migration (with
rates up to 100 m/y), which makes them the most dynamic
elements in the channel system.

During the past century, maintenance of the navigation
channel, dumping of dredge spoil, and sand extraction have
had a profound influence on the morphology of the Western
Scheldt. Because of these operations, shallow water areas
have been lost, the main channels have generally become
deeper, and the smaller connecting channels have diminished
in size due to sedimentation and lost (part of) their mobility.

From the LTV perspective, this is an undesirable develop-
ment. Nonetheless, a new deepening of the navigation chan-
nel has been negotiated between the Dutch and Belgian au-
thorities, which will again involve major capital dredging
works. As further deterioration of the multichannel system
should be prevented, the future dredging scheme needs a
well-considered strategy. To predict the effects of the dredg-
ing operations and to evaluate the current state of the West-
ern Scheldt, it is proposed to monitor physical indicators that
are characteristic of the state of the multichannel system.
Insight into the response of an indicator to (human) alter-
ations of the system would facilitate more informed decision-
making in management issues (Van Koningsveld, Davidson,
and Huntley, 2005). One of the proposed indicators to moni-
tor the Western Scheldt is the presence of the connecting
channels (Jeuken and Wang, 2009; Wang, Jeuken, and Win-
terwerp, 2009) as their presence and dynamic behaviour are
considered favourable for the estuary; they provide routes for
inland shipping traffic, which improves the navigability of
the estuary, and their migration is considered to revitalize
shallow intertidal/subtidal areas, which is beneficial for the
ecology.

Until now, the only research work that explicitly addressed
connecting channels was that by Jeuken (2000), describing
the morphodynamic behaviour of the connecting channels in
the Terneuzen section (macrocell 2). The aim of this article
is to provide more insight into the general factors controlling
connecting channels and their response to dredging within
the estuary. Whereas the morphological development of the
main channels is reasonably well understood (e.g., Wang et
al., 2005; Winterwerp et al., 2001), the behaviour of the con-
necting channels is more difficult to predict, as it is governed
by a system of complex feedback mechanisms forced by the
hydrodynamic processes in the main channel. In this study,
it is attempted to relate the development of the meso-scale
connecting channels to changes in the macroscale main chan-
nels. This is achieved by an analysis of the hydrodynamic
mechanisms that maintain connecting channels and the in-
fluence that the main channels exert on these phenomena.
This article presents the results of the investigation and dis-
cusses the relationship between main and connecting chan-
nels in light of the dredging operations in the estuary.

lengths of the channels decrease logarithmically and
are related to the tidal prism and the drainage area.
Each channel has a certain drainage area, which limits
the amount of channels that can be maintained in (a
part of) the drainage basin. In the Wadden Sea,
branching does not continue below the 500 m scale
(Cleveringa and Oost, 1999). The upper limit is
usually of a geological nature (Rinaldo et al., 2001).
Between these scale limits, fractal channel systems are
similar, and without a scale bar it is not possible to
devise the scale. Contrary to, excluded even by tree-
like patterns are braided patterns (Rinaldo et al.,
2001).

Braided patterns are observed by Ahnert (1960) in
the estuaries around the Chesapeake Bay, Maryland,
USA, and in the Western Scheldt Estuary (Fig. 3) in
the Netherlands by Van Veen (1950). Ahnert’s sketch
of the channel pattern in the Patuxent River shows a
sequence of braided ebb and flood-dominated mean-
ders with a shoal in between (see Fig. 4). He observed

that this pattern only occurs at certain stretches in the
middle part of the estuaries, and attributes this to the
modification of the tidal wave. As the tidal wave
enters the estuary, it has the character of a progressive
wave, where maximum flood currents occur around
maximum water levels and maximum ebb currents
around minimum water levels. When the tidal wave
proceeds in the estuary, an increasing phase shift
between maximum currents and water level develops.
In the stretch where this pattern is found, the water
levels around high ebb and flood currents are
comparable, thus causing comparable lateral erosion,
which result in similar pattern development of ebb and
flood channels.

The Western Scheldt Estuary shows a similar
braided pattern in the middle stretch of the estuary.
Where ebb and flood-dominated channels meet, a
threshold develops. In his characterization of ebb and
flood channel systems in the Dutch estuaries, Van
Veen (1950) sketches the pattern as an ongoing

Fig. 3. Braided channel pattern in the Western Scheldt Estuary.

Fig. 4. Sketch of meandering tidal channel system by Ahnert (1960).

A. Hibma et al. / Coastal Engineering 51 (2004) 765–778768
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Tidal channel systems are controlled by three main factors: tidal prism, meandering and 
sediment transport according to van Veen (1950). Changes that occur in tidal channel 
systems can for a large extent be explained by meandering. On tidal flats natural processes 
can cut off meanders. Without any bank or protection of the bank of the meander, a bend 
can become so large that meander cutoff occurs. However, important to note is that the sill 
of a flood channel does not easily breach. Therefore in tidal basins or estuaries it is very 
scarce for meanders to be cut off, due to the fact that the sill of a flood channel is seldom 
breached. When breaching of the sill does occur, it is mostly of short duration. The elevation 
of a sill upstream of a flood channel maintains its elevation. The sill maintains its elevation 
even though the location of the flood channel is at the position where one would expect the 
cutoff. Though large currents and waterlevel gradients occur on the sill, the elevation is 
maintained due to the relative large sediment transport on the sill according to Van Veen 
(1950).  
 

 
Figure 2.4: (A) Ebb- and flood-tidal channels and bar areas in the Western Scheldt (bathymetry, 
2002) (Swinkels et al. 2009). (B) View of Westerschelde with ebb- and flood-dominated channels in 
yellow with bars inbetween (Bing maps, assessed on April 2013).  
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Figure 3. Channel types and bar areas in the six macrocells in the Western Scheldt, bathymetry 2002.

STUDY AREA

General Description

The Western Scheldt is a tide-dominated, well-mixed es-
tuary located in the Delta region of the Dutch coast and forms
the marine end of the river Scheldt (Figure 1). It covers an
area of about 300 km2. The funnel-shaped estuary decreases
exponentially in cross-sectional area, and its width reduces
from 6 km at the mouth to about 100 m near the tidal limit
at the sluices of Gent, some 160 km further upstream. The
water motion in the estuary is forced by a semidiurnal pro-
gressive tide in the North Sea, which travels from south to
north along the Dutch coast. The tidal wave is amplified as
it travels up the estuary; the mean tidal range increases from
3.8 m at Vlissingen to 5.2 m at Antwerp, 78 km upstream.
The distortion of the tidal wave as it travels landwards is
accompanied by a phase shift between the horizontal and ver-
tical tide of about 2.5 to 3 hours. The mean river outflow is
approximately 120 m3/s, which is less than 1% of the tidal
prism (Wang et al., 2002).

Dredging and Dumping Operations

Since 1920, dredging operations have been carried out in
the main ebb channel to provide an access route to the vari-
ous ports along the estuary. The dredging activities were al-
ways most intense in the eastern part of the estuary, where
shallow sills in the ebb channel form the main barriers to
navigation. The dredged material was generally disposed
elsewhere in the estuary, in order not to remove the sediment
from the system permanently. Typically, the nearby shallow-
er flood channels and connecting channels served as dumping
locations. When this practice appeared to have a large impact
on the stability of the channels in the eastern macrocells,
dredged sediments were dumped further away in the western
part of the estuary.

In addition to maintenance dredging, two large-scale deep-

ening programmes were implemented as a response to the
increase in vessel draft and traffic density in the estuary.
During the first deepening (1970–1975), the navigation chan-
nel was deepened to secure a minimal tidal-free depth of the
sills of 9.5 m. The second deepening programme was carried
out in the period 1997–1998 and increased the tidal-free wa-
ter depth to 11.6 m. Recently, a new deepening of the navi-
gation channel has been agreed, which will again lower the
shallow areas in the navigation channel by approximately 1.5
m to a tidal-free water depth of 13.1 m. It is estimated that
an additional 14 million m3 of sand will be dredged and re-
deposited throughout the estuary in this upcoming operation.

METHODOLOGY

Introduction

As discussed above, connecting channels are maintained by
water level differences between the main ebb and flood chan-
nels. Van den Berg, Jeuken, and Van der Spek (1996) propose
four hydrodynamic mechanisms that may generate these wa-
ter level differences (Figure 4): (1) differences in channel ge-
ometry between a main ebb and flood channel, resulting in
differences in tidal wave propagation along them; (2) centrif-
ugal forces; (3) Coriolis forces; and (4) loss of momentum.

In order to establish a morphological relationship between
the main channels and connecting channels, these four mech-
anisms were quantified based on a morphological analysis of
the main channels. To this end, the schematization of Win-
terwerp et al. (2001) of the Western Scheldt, dividing the es-
tuary into six macrocells, was adopted. The macrocells were
further subdivided into a main ebb channel, a main flood
channel, and connecting channels. The full analysis was
based on a bathymetrical data set of the Western Scheldt
with yearly surveys dating from 1955 to 2002.

For each year and each macrocell, various geometrical pa-
rameters describing the main channels were derived from the
bathymetrical charts, which were then used for quantifica-

A 
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2.3	  The	  role	  of	  bars 
Fluvial bar theory explains how small perturbations may lead to the formation of regular 
patterns in channels, such as bars (Kleinhans and van den Berg, 2010). Bar theory also 
predicts whether bars focus bank erosion for the development of meandering rivers or when 
braid bars develop that erode the riverbank more uniformly for the development of braiding 
rivers (Tubino et al, 2013). First free bars in fluvial systems (meandering and braiding) will 
be discussed together with fluvial bar theory. Hereafter the presence of free tidal bars in 
tidal systems will be discussed.  
 

2.3.1	  Bars	  in	  fluvial	  systems	  	  
Bar	  theory	  	  
It is well known from fluvial literature that free fluvial bars form due to irregularities in the 
sediment bed (Kleinhans, 2010; Tubino et al., 2013, Seminara et al., 2012). Bed surface 
patterns emerge at many scales in fluvial rivers due to the fact that sediment transport rate 
depends upon the flow shear stress to the power 3-5 (Kleinhans and Van den Berg, 2010). 
Therefore, a slight irregularity on the sediment bed causes the flow to decelerate, which 
leads to a large local sediment transport gradient that may result in essential large scale-
features of fluvial rivers, such as rivers bars (Tubino et al., 2013; Kleinhans, 2010; Kleinhans 
and van den Berg, 2010). The crucial parameter that controls the formation of free fluvial 
bars is the width/depth ratio β of the channel (Tubino et al., 2013; Kleinhans, 2010; 
Kleinhans and van den Berg, 2010). When the β ratio is larger than a certain critical value βc, 
the bar perturbation may be enhanced as when their wavenumber falls in the unstable range 
where bed perturbations lead to the development of free bars in fluvial rivers (fig 2.5) 
(Tubino et al., 2013).  

 
 
Figure 2.5: Marginal stability curves 
predicted by 2D and 3D models (Seminara 
and Tubino, 2001; Tubino et al, 2013). 
When wavenumber (λ) falls in the unstable 
range the perturbation leads to amplification 
of the bars (free bar range). Otherwise the 
perturbation dampens out and the bed 
returns to its original flat bed state (plane 
bed range).  

 
 

 
The development of the sediment bed suggests that spatial variation in both flow and 
sediment transport is present (Tubino et al, 2013). Development of the bars in fluvial rivers 
occurs when the longitudinal transport at the bar crests decreases and deposition occurs. 
Experimental observations in fluvial systems suggested that the selection process of bar 
length when starting from an initial flat bed is relatively fast (Tubino et al, 2013).  

β	  
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Then bars develop slower until they reach a quasi-steady equilibrium. The wavelengths of 
free fluvial river bars fall in the range of 5-12 times channel width according to observations 
(Tubino et al, 2013; Seminara and Tubino, 2001).  
 

Bar	  regime	  	  
The existence of bars in straight channels and bar type for specific flow conditions is 
predicted by the equations of Struiksma et al., (1986). His theory is valid for alternate bars, 
where development of alternating bars depends upon the width/depth ratio. When the 
width/depth ratio is below 20, no bars develop. When the width/depth ratio lies between 20 
and 30 stable alternating bars develop and when the ratio exceeds 30 dynamic alternating 
bars develop (Kleinhans and Van den Berg, 2010). The theory by Struiksma et al., (1985) is 
summarized by Kleinhans and Van den Berg (2010).  
 
Initiation of bars in straight fluvial channels is predicted with the use of the Interaction 
Parameters (IP, eq. 4).  

 
    (4) 

 
It shows from equation 4 that the interaction parameter equals the ratio between the 
adaptation length of the sediment (λs) and of the water (λw), which in turn depends strong 
on the width/depth ratio (eq. 5): 
 

 
  (5) 
 

 
In where, h equals water depth [m], w equals width [m], θ represents the non-dimensional 
shear-stress (also referred as Shields number) and C represents Chezy friction coefficient 
[√m s -1].  
 
The ratio between the adaptation length of the sediment and water can be explained by 
using a straight river channel with an upstream perturbation (Kleinhans and Van den Berg, 
2010). This perturbation in the flow arises when uniform steady flow in a straight channel 
suddenly enters a river bend. The waterlevel is forced to rise at the opposite bank, as the 
flow is directed towards the outer bank of the channel due to conservation of momentum. 
This results in a pressure gradient were spiral flow is directed towards the inner bend. The 
spiral flow transport sediment towards the inner bend of the channel. The sediment bed 
responses due to the change in flow pattern in the channel. While the flow is slightly 
directed towards the inner bend, also sediment transport is directed towards the inner bend 
and hence a bar is build in the inner bend of the channel.  
 
Already state in equation 4, the characteristic of bars depends on both adaption length of 
the flow and the bed, which in turn depends strongly on the width/depth ratio in the river 
(eq. 5). The width of the river depends on bank strength, whereas the depth of the river 
depends in turn on the width of the river and roughness (due to cohesion and vegetation). 
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Bar theory (1)
(Struiksma et al. 1985)

• flow and sediment interact

– qs ~ mun (m=constant)

• n>3 for theoretical reasons

• n=3 for Meyer-Peter & Mueller

• n=5 for Engelund & Hansen

• slope effects on sediment:

– downslope easier

• transverse slope in bends >> river gradient

– secondary flows in bends: upslope

• sharper bends ! stronger secondary flow
20/51

Bar theory (2)

• flow needs length to adapt to bed (bars…)

– relaxation length "w:

– imagine: momentum!

• sediment too!

– relaxation length "s:

– imagine: (transverse) slope effect
! bed cannot suddenly jump
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Bar theory (3)

• from theory:

– (just accept this… full derivation in Struiksma et al.!)

– bar wave length LD

– bar damping length Lp
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Bar theory (4)
• so, most important parameter (spring-damper!) is

Interaction Parameter: "s/"w

• IP depends mostly on W/h

– and a bit on friction and on the slope effect f(#)
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Bend flow

• conservation of momentum AND 
logarithmical flow velocity profile
$ helical (spiral) flow
$ bed shear stress directed towards inner bend

• inner-bend bar
$ main flow forced towards outer-bend
$ transverse movement of momentum
and net transverse flow velocity

Think! infinitely long bend? 24/51

Bend flow (2)

with:

s: longitudinal coordinate
n: transverse coordinate
v: velocity (u for us)
z: elevation, s: surface, b: bed
h: depth
R: bend radius

Koen 

Blanckaert

! "= gRS (15)

Often f # $ ##( ) = is used to describe or numerically
model bar regime, dimensions and dynamics, where aq is used
for calibration. This indicates that the transverse slope-related
part of the theory is rather uncertain, so that the predictions of
the theory are uncertain as well.

Intuitive understanding of these theoretical length scales is
offered as follows. Consider a long straight channel with per-
fectly uniform steady flow which suddenly enters a bend. This
bend acts as a perturbation to the flow: as momentum is
conserved, the flow is directed onto the outer bend, forcing the
water surface to rise at the outer bank. This additional pressure
causes a spiral flow to set up that, near the bed, is directed
towards the inner bend. This flow pattern does not appear
instantaneously but develops asymptotically towards equilib-
rium, which is characterised by an adaptation length lw at
which about 63% of the adaptation has been accomplished. In
response to the flow pattern the bed deforms through sediment
transport. As the near-bed flow is directed slightly towards the
inner bend, sediment transport is directed slightly inwards as
well and a bar is built up in the inner bend. On the resulting
transverse bed slope, gravity opposes the inward movement of
sediment to some extent. The bed cannot adapt immediately
downstream of the bend (or there would be a ridiculous dis-
continuity in the bed surface) but adapts asymptotically, char-
acterised by the adaptation length ls.

Non-dimensional bar period (or wavelength) Lp (m) is
calculated by
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where n = the degree of nonlinearity of sediment transport
versus depth-averaged flow velocity (qb = f(un)). For a classical
bed load transport predictor such as Meyer-Peter and Müller
(1948), n = 3 for high Shields numbers and increases to infinity
towards the critical Shields number for sediment motion. We
choose n = 4 for sand-bed rivers and for gravel-bed rivers
n = 10 (following Crosato and Mosselman, 2009) as gravel is
closer to the threshold of motion, so that the nonlinearity is
stronger. The effect of this choice will be assessed later.

Non-dimensional damping length Ld (m) of the bars is
calculated by
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The theory predicts whether forced bars dampen out in less
than one bar length (overdamped regime) or over longer dis-
tance, so that multiple bars along the river may exist (under-
damped regime) or excite (excitation regime, Ld < 0) (Figures 6
and 7). As shown above, this characteristic of bars is a function
of the non-dimensional interaction parameter (IP):

IP = &
&

s

w
(18)

which depends strongly on width–depth ratio, and weakly on
hydraulic roughness and sediment mobility. For narrow and
deep channels the bars are overdamped (see Figure 6 bottom
and Figure 7). For a local perturbation this results in the dis-
appearance of the bar within a short distance downstream of

the perturbation. For a bend the transverse slope adapts to the
equilibrium transverse slope within a short distance. Over-
damping occurs for

IP ,
+ + '

2
1 2 2 2n n

(19)

as can be derived by equating lw/Ld = 0 in Equation (17) and
solving the resulting quadratic equation for the case of IP < 1.
For channels of intermediate width–depth ratio the bars are
underdamped:

2
1 2 2 2

2
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< <
'

IP (20)

where the right-hand side was derived by equating lw/Lp = 0
and solving Equation (16) for IP. Underdamping leads to over-
deepening of the outer-bend pool and associated enhance-
ment of the bar in the inner bend just downstream of the
entrance to the bend or other perturbations (such as sudden
widening, narrowing or bank irregularities). For very wide and

mode m = 3, braiding index Bi = 2

mode m = 2, braiding index Bi = 1.5

unstable, growing, m = 1, Bi = 1

underdamped

overdamped

Figure 6. Definition of bar regime and bar mode (after Parker,
1976; Struiksma et al., 1985; Mosselman et al., 2006; Crosato and
Mosselman, 2009). This figure is available in colour online at
wileyonlinelibrary.com/journal/espl
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Therefore, depending upon the ratio (eq. 4), three specific morphological regimes are 
present. When channels are deep and relatively narrow (low width/depth ratio), bars 
dampen out in less than one bar length or over longer distance (fig 2.6) (IP < 1) (Kleinhans 
and Van den Berg, 2010).  This results in a plane bed. When channels are less deep and 
narrow (intermediate channels) bars are underdamped (fig 2.6) (IP >1). This regime leads 
to overdeepening of the pool in the outer-bend and enhancement of the bar in the inner 
bend of the channel just downstream of the entrance of the bend or other perturbations, 
such as a sudden widening of narrowing of the channel. However, the resulting bed 
deformation dampens out downstream of the local perturbation (Mosselman et al., 2006 in 
Kleinhans and van den Berg, 2010). When the channel is relatively shallow and wide (large 
width/depth ratio) bars become unstable and can theoretically grow in height downstream of 
the local perturbation, defined as the exiting regime (IP>1) (fig 2.6). Growth of bars can be 
related to a positive feedback between the deforming bed and the flow. Both bed and flow 
adapt to the local perturbation but both have different adaption lengths. When the flow has 
already adapted to the perturbation, but the bed has not yet adapted to the same 
perturbation, the flow will adapt again to the changing bed and so on. Now the perturbation 
can grow in downstream direction. In this stage, higher-mode bars can appear, which 
appear as multiple bars present within the channel (fig 2.6 & fig 2.2) (Kleinhans and Van den 
Berg, 2010). 
 

 
Figure 2.6: Three bar regimes and bar mode 
(Kleinhans and Van den Berg, 2010). Note the 
overdamped, underdamped and unstable growing 
regime (excitation regime).  
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Topography of the changed bed can vary from pronounced alternate bars to braided channel 
patterns. The overdamped, underdamped or excitation regimes differ for sand-bed rivers or 
gravel-bed rivers (Kleinhans and van den Berg, 2010). Excitation bars develop in sand-bed 
rivers when width-to-depth ratio exceeds approximately 70, while excitation bars develop in 
gravel-bed rivers when width-to-depth ratio is 30 (fig 2.7).   
 

Figure 2.7: Different bar regimes for mode 1 bars that are generated by perturbations for (A) sand-
bed rivers and (B) gravel bed rivers. Width-to-depth ratio is indicated on top. Further explanation on 
other parameters of these graphs is present in Kleinhans and van den Berg (2011).   
 

Meandering	  river	  bars	  	  	  	  
Bars are important in meandering rivers as they provide an explanation for the development 
of a meandering river pattern. Meandering rivers are possibly explained by two theories. The 
first is that of bar instability that states that instable bars grow in vertical direction. The 
second theory is that of bend instability (Kleinhans, 2012). Bars are forced to their position in 
meandering channel bends. One might suggest that the alternating bars will always result in 
alternating bank erosion such that meandering channels develop (Kleinhans, 2010). However, 
Seminara and Tubino (1989) in Kleinhans (2010) showed that alternating bars in an initially 
straight channel can migrate so fast that the banks will be eroded everywhere and not only 
in the bends of the channel. When the banks erode everywhere, the channel widens such 
that the channel pattern can evolve towards braiding.  
 
Several studies in Kleinhans (2010) showed that both natural and experimental channels 
with weak banks often evolve into wide and shallow rivers. Irregular bars develop in the 
channel and form a braiding river pattern. However, rivers become narrow and steep when 
they have strong banks and bars at the surface, and as a result alternating bars develop in 
the stream (several studies in Kleinhans, 2010). Meander bend growth, cutoff and meander 
migration are the result of strong flow present in pools between the alternating bars. This 
can lead to local bank undercutting and mass wasting during flooding (several studies in 
Kleinhans, 2010). 
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Balance between erosion of the bank and floodplain formation determines channel width, 
whereas channel width determines bar pattern. This developed bar pattern determines 
where erosion of the bank occurs, while bar migration is reduced by floodplain formation, 
armouring of bars or presence of resistance material in the floodplain (Kleinhans, 2010). 
Channel banks are eroded on either side when bars and floodplain form (Kleinhans and van 
den Berg, 2010). Therefore the width of the channels is determined by the balance between 
floodplain destruction and formation, and hence width determines the presence of bars in 
river channels.   
 

Braided	  rivers	  bars	  	  
Braided rivers are characterized by their multiple channel systems, irregular bar pattern, 
variability in bar shape and size and due to their morphodynamics (Schuurman et al., in 
prep). Important feature of braiding bars is the interaction between their bars and channels, 
as bar erosion is induced by channel migration and bar itself induce channel avulsion within 
the river system. Large braided rivers bars can be stable, as is the case in the Brahmaputra 
where their bars are stable due to vegetation or topographic forcings or resistant rivers 
banks. Braided rivers bars are found in rivers with relatively large width/depth ratio (fig 2.2), 
as been explained by linear stability analyses (several studies in Schuurman et al, in prep). 
River pattern can be predicted by the use of potential specific stream power, as a function of 
valley slope, channel width and mean annual discharge, as was illustrated by Kleinhans and 
Van den Berg (2010). For a braiding pattern do develop a high potential specific stream 
power and a large enough width-to-depth ratio are necessary (Schuurman et al, in prep). 
 
Different processes may be responsible for the formation of braided rivers bars according to 
Ashmore (1991) in Schuurman et al., (in press). Initiation of braided rivers bars in 
experimental settings are often the result of chute cutoffs in meandering channels, due to 
the non-cohesive sediment bed material and narrow initial channels (several studies in 
Schuurman et al., in press). When starting with a relatively wide channel in experimental 
settings central bars could initiate (Fujita, 1989 in Schuurman et al., in prep). Field 
observations have showed that braided bars have different sizes and shapes and can be 
classified into three types of bars: unit bars, compound bars and islands (several studies in 
Schuurman et al., in press) (fig 2.8). The unit bars are the key element in braiding rivers as 
they migrate fast through the river. When unit bars merge together, they form large, 
irregular compound bars.  Those bars can be either mid-channel bars or bank-attached bars. 
Islands are often covered by vegetation and are more stable. 
 

Figure 2.8: Braided channels and mid-channel bars in (Left): South Saskatchewen River, Canada and 
(Right): Brahmaputra, India. Photos obtained from Schuurmans et al, (in press).  
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Schuurman et al., (in prep) modelled self-formed braided rivers with a physics-based model 
to quantify bar pattern dynamics that are compared with field observations, flume 
experiments and linear stability analyses. Their model results reveal two types of bar 
formation. Either bars formed due to a response to the initial bedlevel perturbation or bars 
formed as a response of continuous upstream inflow perturbation. Bars that formed as a 
response of upstream inflow perturbation were high bars. A front of these bars migrated 
downstream, whereas the upstream bars hardly migrated and therefore influenced the bars 
downstream. In the first stage of bar evolution, the small bars grew rapidly in horizontal 
direction. Further growth of bars was not by expansion of individual bars but due to bar 
merging (Schuurman et al., in prep). Later on, bars grew more in their height and channels 
deepened further. Sediment transport and flow concentrated in the channels. The total 
braiding index decreased and this indicates that more channels were closed off and became 
inactive, but still were present in the system. Bars still increased in their length until they 
reached the water surface. The modelled bars reached a steady equilibrium. The braided 
rivers bars were immobile when they were surrounded by deep channels and grew in height 
towards the water surface. This increase in height resulted in a significant reduced of 
sediment transport over the bars. The final height of the bars was therefore reached when 
they grew towards the water surface.  
 

2.3.2	  Bars	  in	  tidal	  systems	   	  
Fluvial bar theory states that fluvial bars strongly depend on width/depth ratio of the tidal 
channel, but such extensive formulations are not yet given for bars in tidal systems. The 
current knowledge on tidal bars is based on modelling studies (Schramkowski et al., 2002; 
Seminara and Tubino, 2001; Schuttelaars and de Swart, 1999; Schramkowski et al., 2004, 
Garotta et al., 2006) and from observations (Dalrymple, 1977; Dalrymple et al., 1970). 
Different types of modelling methods are used to study channel-bar dynamics in tidal 
embayments (Schramkowski et al., 2004). Tidal bars were recently investigated with the use 
of a three-dimensional model used by Seminara and Tubino (2001). They modelled the basic 
mechanism whereby tidal bars form in tidal channels. Seminara and Tubino (2001) stated in 
their formulations that tidal bars do depend on width/depth ratio of the tidal channel (their 
equations 2.1a,b in Seminara and Tubino, (2001)). Their results revealed that if the 
width/depth ratio of the tidal channel exceeds a critical value positive growth rates for bars 
are obtained. If this condition is achieved, tidal bars grew spontaneously due to feedback 
mechanism between the tidal flow and sediment bed. The growth of bars is resembled by a 
series of alternating bars and pools (fig 2.9) and wavelength is in the order of 10 times 
channel width. It also turned out from their results that bars exhibit no net migration over a 
tidal cycle.  

 
Figure 2.9: Bottom pattern of series of 
alternating bars and pools (de Swart 
and Zimmerman, 1999). The black 
line indicates tidal residual circulation.	  
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Both Schramkowski et al. (2002) and Garotta et al. (2006) also captured the excitation of 
tidal bars in their model study. Schramkowski et al., (2002) extended the model of Seminara 
and Tubino (1998). The model of Seminara and Tubino (1998) is a three-dimensional model 
that can only be applied to narrow channels (when width is small compared to tidal 
excursion length) and when tidal flow is frictional dominated. The extended model of 
Schramkowski et al., (2002) is applicable for both wider tidal basins and flow conditions do 
not need to be completely friction dominated. Schramkowski et al., (2002) used a 2DH 
morphodynamic model that also included local inertial terms in their momentum equations 
when defining the model. The use of inertial terms is important if flow is not frictionally 
dominant and the width of the tidal channel is in the order of tidal excursion length. 
Therefore, their results showed that the dimensional growth rates of tidal bars were not only 
depended on channel wave number but also on the tidal excursion length. They 
demonstrated that estuarine bars formed with length scales in the order of tidal excursion 
length can initiate due to a positive feedback between the sediment bed, water motion and 
sediment transport. The modelling study of Garotta et al., (2006) showed that when used an 
external tidal forcing (primary tide and first overtide), bars showed a net migration in the 
direction of the peak current due to the fact that the forcing allows peak ebb and flood flow 
do differ (Garotta et al., 2006).  
 
The modelling studies discussed above all use a linear stability analyses in order to 
investigate dynamics of the perturbations that evolves on a basic state. This basic state is 
characterized by tidal flow over horizontal sediment bed. This results in the fact that the 
validity of their model is limited to the initial growth stage of the perturbation (when their 
bar amplitudes are small). The linear stability analyses can be extended to non-linear effects 
in order to determine the finite-amplitude of tidal bars. Schramkowski et al., (2004) 
developed such non-linear model. Their model describes the long-term behaviour of 
bedforms in tidal channels and is used to study the finite-amplitude of tidal bars. Their 
results also revealed that finite-amplitude bars initiated when they scaled with tidal excursion 
length. They also aimed at analyzing the dependence of finite-amplitude bar solutions on the 
width of the tidal channel and bottom friction parameter (Schramkowski et al., 2004). Their 
results showed that solutions were found for a significant range of values for the width of 
the channel and bottom friction parameter. Different types of finite-amplitude bars were 
found, such as time-independent bar types and stable time-depended bar types. The latter 
being non-migrating features.   

	  
Hibma et al., (2004) modelled finite-amplitude tidal bars in long embayments in tidal 
systems.	   They used a numerical model that simulates the interaction between the sandy bed 
and tidal flow in a rectangular embayment of 80km in length. At the seaward boundary tidal 
motion is forced by the sea-surface elevations. Their results start with a randomly perturbed 
initial state. After a while, ebb and flood-tidal channels and tidal bars emerged (Hibma et al., 
2004). Figure 2.10 shows the modelled bottom patterns for t=120 years. Their model results 
show strong similarities with the observed patterns in the Westerschelde according to van 
Veen (1950). The flood-tidal channels are straight and exhibit at the seaward end a bar, 
while ebb-tidal channels meander (length scale is about 10km). When moving further inland, 
both ebb- and flood-tidal channels start to meander.  
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Figure 2.10 Bottom pattern modeled with a numerical model that shows bottom profile after an initial 
state (Hibma et al., 2003 in Schuttelaars and de Swart, 1999). Upper panel: Seaward end with main 
meandering ebb-tidal channel and straight flood-tidal channels at the bends of the meandering ebb 
channel. Lower panel: Meandering of ebb and flood-dominated channels, also observed by Ahnert 
(1960) in Hibma et al., (2004). 

	  
A necessary condition for instability in the system is the presence of frictional forces in the 
tidal channel and on the shoals (Schuttelaars and de Swart, 1999). The frictional forces 
cause a reduction of the flow velocity above the shoals (due to small waterdepth) and to 
increase in the tidal channels. Sediment concentration increases therefore in the channel and 
is lower on the shoals. Therefore sediment flux is from the channel towards the shoals and 
hence shoals height increases and flow velocity reduces further (positive feedback). However, 
flow continuity results in slowing down of flow velocity in the tidal channel and increasing 
flow velocities on the shoals. If the frictional forces are larger than the continuity forces, the 
perturbation on the bottom can grow (Schuttelaars and de Swart, 1999; Seminara and 
Tubino, 2001) (fig 2.11). 	  
 

 
Figure 2.11: Growth or decay of perturbation for 
different values of r (friction parameter). When 
the friction values remain below zero, the 
perturbation decays. If the friction parameters 
exceeds zero the perturbation can start to grow 
due to positive feedback between the bed and 
flow (Schuttelaars and de Swart, 1999). When 
friction is not included, no positive feedback 
arises and perturbations always decay. 
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Figure 9. The first longitudinal eigenvalue for (a) different values of r and δ = 0.01,
and (b) different values of δ and r = 0.12; η = 1 and λ = 10−6.

6. Frictional torques
In this section, η �= 0 which implies that the bottom friction terms depend on the

water depth. As a consequence, vorticity is not conserved, thus equations (4.9) for
{us

n, v
s
n} and {uc

n, v
c
n} are coupled. If the bedload contribution is neglected (λ = 0), it can

be shown (see the Appendix, § A.2) that the basic state becomes unstable with respect
to small-scale perturbations (i.e. large values of ln). Therefore, the gravitational effect
will not be neglected in the remainder of this section.

In figure 9(a) the growth rate is shown as a function of the lateral wavenumber ln
for various values of the friction parameter r, keeping η = 1, λ = 10−6 and δ = 0.01
fixed. An important difference with the irrotational flow case of the previous section
is that now a positive feedback can exist between the bottom and the water motion.
As can be seen in figure 9(b), which shows the growth rate for r = 0.12 and different
values of δ, the instability mechanism becomes more efficient with increasing δ, i.e.
smaller grain sizes.

In figure 10(a) bottom profiles are shown for different wavenumbers ln and δ = 0.01,
r = 0.14, η = 1.0 and λ = 10−6. In figure 10(b) the concentration profiles and in
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Figure 7
Bottom pattern obtained with a numerical model, 120 years after an initial state that constitutes a cross-
channel uniform bottom profile with a constant slope. Figure taken from Hibma et al. 2003a. Reproduced
with the permission of Elsevier.

Figure 7 shows the modeled bottom pattern at t = 120 years. Its gross characteristics are
not altered at longer simulation times (van der Wegen & Roelvink 2008). This bottom pattern
bears strong similarities with that observed in the Western Scheldt (van Veen 2005[1950]) and the
Patuxent River estuary in Virginia (Ahnert 1960). Two different types of behavior are distinguished.
In the seaward part, the ebb channel meanders (length scale !10 km), whereas the flood channels
are straight and end at a bar. Further landward, both the ebb channels and flood channels meander.
According to Ahnert (1960), the reason for this difference might be that the tide has a progressive
nature in the seaward area and a more standing wave nature in the landward area. The model
results neither confirm nor reject this hypothesis, but Hibma et al. (2003a) stress that in particular
the depth, which strongly affects the local growth of bars, is quite different in the two areas. They
also remark that their results indicate that 3D processes are not crucial for the emergence of
channels and bars, as suggested by van Veen (2005[1950]).

Hibma et al. (2004) more closely compare theoretical and numerical models for tidal bar dy-
namics. Using the same numerical model as in the previous study, they investigate the evolution of
small bottom perturbations that initially have a sinusoidal pattern, as in Seminara & Tubino (2001)
and Schramkowski et al. (2002). Their results generally confirm the findings of the theoretical
studies. The decrease of the wavelength of the most preferred mode with increasing width-to-
depth ratio, as follows from Seminara & Tubino’s (2001) model, is not reproduced. The authors
suggest that this difference might be attributed to the detailed formulation of sediment transport
caused by local bed slopes. However, it seems more likely that inertial terms in the momentum
equations are still important in their numerical model experiments. This study also analyzes the
long-term evolution of the amplitudes of the different modes. The simulations suggest that the
system tends toward a unique equilibrium state and that this state is dominated by a mode that
has a longer longitudinal wavelength than that of the initially fastest growing mode. Thus, results
obtained from a linear stability analysis should be treated with care.

All studies mentioned above concern the dynamics of free tidal bars in channels with straight
walls, whereas in nature such channels often meander. Solari et al. (2002) theoretically investi-
gate the dynamics of tidal bars in weakly meandering tidal channels, as well as the initial for-
mation of free tidal meanders. (Further information about their model and analysis is given in
Supplemental Appendix A.) Their results suggest that tidal meanders result from a free bent
instability mechanism and are not forced by free tidal bars that develop in an initially straight
channel. The modeled meander lengths are a factor of two larger than those observed in the
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On the other hand, observational studies showed insight in the shape and size of tidal bars. 
Dalrymple (1977), Dalrymple et al. (1975) and de Vries-Klein (1970) studied numerous large 
sand bars present in the Minas Basin and Cobequid Bay in Fundy. Tidal bars are in general 
asymmetric with their gentle side facing the shoreline and where bar length is being longer 
than bar width. The dominant process operating on the tidal sand bars are reversing tidal 
currents (Dalrymple, 1977; Dalrymple et al., 1975). Observation by Dalrymple (1977) also 
indicated a recirculating sediment transport pattern in the Cobequid Bay, Fundy (fig 2.12). 
There deep major channels located at the north and south shores of the bay are flood 
dominated as was shown from their data. Channels in the middle of the bay are shallower 
and ebb-dominated (Dalrymple, 1977). This result eventually in two large-scale flow and 
sediment transport cells in the bay. Also smaller-scale circulation patterns were visible in the 
system. Bottom tidal currents are segregated into flood-and ebb-dominated channels over 
the sand bars (de Vries-Klein, 1970; Dalrymple, 1977). Here, flood currents are dominant 
over the steep side of the bars, while ebb currents are dominant over the gentle sloping bar 
surfaces.  
 
 

 
Figure 2.12: Recirculating sediment transport pattern observed in the Cobequid Bay, Fundy by 
Dalrymple et al (1977).  
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2.4	  Previous	  tidal	  experiments	  and	  scaling	  issues	  	  	  
This chapter will start with a brief review on experiments that have already being done in 
order to understand more about tidal channels and bars. Then scaling issues in experimental 
settings will be discussed.  
 

2.4.1	  Previous	  tidal	  experiments	  
Experiments with tides are very rare (Kleinhans, 2012). Only five publications repots on 
experiments with tides are available (Tambroni et al., 2005; Garotta et al., 2008; Kleinhans 
et al., 2009; Stefanon et al., 2010 and Vlaswinkel and Cantelli, 2011). Kleinhans et al., 
(2012b) have been the first to create tidal basins in experimental settings by tilting of the 
entire basin instead of creating tides by varying the waterlevel. Terwisscha van Scheltinga 
(2012) performed those experiments. The main objective of her research was to create a 
tidal inlet system in dynamic equilibrium state in an experimental scale model. In the 
experiments tidal channels, ebb-tidal deltas and tidal bars were successfully created. Earlier 
experiments produced also tidal channel networks, tidal deltas and bars. Stefanon et al., 
(2010) aimed in their study at reproducing a tidal lagoonal environment subjected by tidal 
forcing. They simulated tidal channel network in four experiments where tides were created 
by fluctuating waterlevels in a basins with a narrow inlet and non-cohesive sand. Tidal 
channel network evolution is also investigated by Vlaswinkel and Cantelli (2011) and 
Tambroni et al., (2005). Vlaswinkel and Cantelli (2011) did experiments on tidal channel 
network in a filled basin (3 m by 2.5 m) filled with sediment. The experimental system of 
Tambroni et al. (2005) consisted of an erodible channel connected through an inlet to a tidal 
sea. They created successfully small- and large-scale bedforms in the tidal channel and basin. 
Garotta et al., (2008) have experimented on long-term morphodynamics of a tidal 
meandering channel connected to a tidal basin. Their results included the evolution of a bar-
pool pattern driven by curvature of the channel.  

 
2.4.2	  Scaling	  problems	  	  
Experiments can create natural phenomena at smaller scale and can lead to new hypotheses 
that are able to explain natural phenomena (Kleinhans et al., 2010b). With the use of 
experiments scale problems arise, unless the system in nature is so small that it will fit 
exactly in the experiment (Kleinhans et al., 2010b). However, that is almost never the case. 
The experiment will be designed such that the experimental conditions will be compromise 
between important scaling problems in experimental setting. Typical scaling problems in 
experiments are that of low sediment mobility, prevention of scour holes and sediment 
cohesion (van Dijk et al. 2012). Another problem is that surface flow in experimental setting 
is very thin and therefore has relatively low Reynolds numbers and high Froude numbers 
(several studies in Kleinhans et al., 2010b). 
 
It is important to discuss the scale effects of the Froude number and typical shallow flow in 
laboratory experiments. Scaling of the Froude number is well known (several studies in 
Kleinhans, 2010a). Both Reynolds number (eq. 7) and Froude number (eq.6) should be equal 
in the prototype system and in the scale experiment.  
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In order to have such similar flow conditions in the experimental setting and the prototype 
the flow length in the scale experiment Ls has to be equal to the flow length in reality Lr. The 
Froude number is defined as follows: 

 
 
         (6) 
 

In where the g represents the gravitational acceleration [m/s2], h equals water depth [m] (or 
hydraulic radius) and u is velocity [m/s].  
 

 
     (7) 
 

Where ρ represents the density of water [kg/m3] and µ represents dynamic viscosity 
[kg/m*s]. When looking at both the Froude number and Reynolds number equations it 
seems that the Froude number depends on √h whereas the Reynolds number depends on 
waterdepth itself. It is therefore impossible to satisfy both conditions in order to obtain the 
same velocity scale (Kleinhans et al., 2010b). The Froude number is often relaxed as when 
the flow condition remains subcritical, while the Reynolds number is usually relaxed under 
the assumption that inertia dominates viscosity. However, this assumption is problematic 
when shallow flow occurs on small-scale floodplains.  
     
In order to experiment with mobile bed settings, the mobility of sediment in experimental 
setting has to be similar with sediment in reality. The mobility of sediment is expressed as 
the Shields number (eq. 2). Here, the particle size D has to be scaled with the Ls/Lr. However, 
the use of silt and fine sediment is not usable in experimental settings due to the 
cohesiveness of fine sediments. Therefore, coarse sediment has to be chosen. Ripples and 
large scour holes can develop in experimental settings when the flow conditions are 
hydraulic smooth. The hydraulic resistance scales with particle size and waterdepth. 
Hydraulic smooth flow conditions cannot be scaled with water depth and results in unrealistic 
morphology (Kleinhans et al., 2010b). In order to prevent hydraulic smooth conditions, the 
particle Reynolds number has to be larger than the transition from hydraulic smooth 
conditions to rough conditions: 

 
(8) 

 
In where u* represents the shear velocity [m/s] and D is defined as the particle size [m] that 
represents the roughness (Kleinhans et al., 2010a). However, the particle size is often 
unknown in realistic systems and often the D50 is used.  
 
 
 
 
 

gravel to silt (silica flour), wherein the silt ap-
peared to add strength to the banks. Many features 
of dynamic meandering rivers were observed in 
the experiment, which was a break-through. But 
how and why the silica flour addition strengthened 
the banks remained unclear and only one experi-
ment was presented. 

Tal and Paola (2007, also see van de Lageweg 
et al., this volume) seeded alfalfa to an initially 
braided experimental river in noncohesive uni-
form sediment during low flow. A dense vegeta-
tion resulted in a static stream or slowly wander-
ing rivers, whereas less dense vegetation resulted 
in single-thread sinuous channels with some char-
acteristics of meandering such as point bar forma-
tion and chute cutoff (Tal and Paola, 2007). Me-
andering has also been obtained from an intially 
straight channel using alfalfa and a light-weight 
sediment that filled in lower areas of the flood-
plain so that recapture was prevented (Braudrick 
et al., 2009). Apparently, the three combined fac-
tors leading to meandering probably were 1) the 
reduction of floodplain flow strength by the hy-
draulic resistance of vegetation and the concurrent 
increase of focus and strength of channel flow, 2) 
the increased strength of eroding banks, and 3) the 
filling of abandoned channels and lows by vegeta-
tion or light-weight floodplain sediment, so that 
multiple channels and reoccupation were pre-
vented. 

1.2 Objective and approach 
So far, careful but slow tinkering with initial and 
boundary conditions such as concentration of sil-
ica flour or vegetation has led to the required re-
sult. Yet a quantitative predictive scaling method 
remains unavailable. A scaling methodology is re-
quired to design future experiments, quantify scale 
effects and quantify the key processes leading to 
the meandering pattern. The objective of this pa-
per is to develop a scaling and design strategy for 
self-formed channels that includes bank strength 
so that width-depth ratio, channel pattern and dy-
namics can be designed. 

First we will review shortcomings of classical 
Froude scaling and extend this scaling framework 
to self-formed channels from first principles based 
on the insights from the experiments. Then we 
will show our novel procedure involving two fast, 
repeatable experiments for quantitative determina-
tion of 1) bank erodibility and bank undercutting, 
and 2) bank material cohesion and strength, both 
for a range of sediments with additives and vege-
tation. To test the transferability of the small-scale 
bank stability experiments to an exploratory self-
formed river experiment we selected conditions 

and sediments and produced moderately dynamic 
meandering rivers on a 1.25x7.5 m shallow flume. 

2 SCALING THEORY 
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2.1 Froude scaling, bed mobility and bars 
Froude scaling is well known (e.g. Struiksma, 
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where =density of water, h=water depth (or hy-
draulic radius), u=velocity and =dynamic viscos-
ity. The Froude number is: 
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uFr =  (2) 

where g=gravitational acceleration. However, the 
first contains depth h whereas the second contains 
!h, so that it is impossible to fulfill both condi-
tions to obtain the same velocity scale. The Rey-
nolds number condition is usually relaxed under 
the assumption that inertia dominates over viscous 
effects, but that becomes problematic for very 
shallow flow such as on small-scale floodplains. 
In practice the Froude condition can be relaxed 
too as long as the flow conditions remain subcriti-
cal and more or less uniform. 

For mobile bed experiments, the mobility of 
sediment must be similar. Mobility is expressed as 
the Shields number: 
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where s=sediment density, "b= ghsin(S)=bed 
shear stress, S=channel gradient and D50=median 
particle size. This involves the scaling of particle 
size (D) with LS/LR. However, silt and finer sedi-
ment becomes cohesive, so that coarser sediment 
must be chosen. The concurrent decrease of mo-
bility is usually counterbalanced by tilting (steep-
ening) the model.  

gravel to silt (silica flour), wherein the silt ap-
peared to add strength to the banks. Many features 
of dynamic meandering rivers were observed in 
the experiment, which was a break-through. But 
how and why the silica flour addition strengthened 
the banks remained unclear and only one experi-
ment was presented. 

Tal and Paola (2007, also see van de Lageweg 
et al., this volume) seeded alfalfa to an initially 
braided experimental river in noncohesive uni-
form sediment during low flow. A dense vegeta-
tion resulted in a static stream or slowly wander-
ing rivers, whereas less dense vegetation resulted 
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tion and chute cutoff (Tal and Paola, 2007). Me-
andering has also been obtained from an intially 
straight channel using alfalfa and a light-weight 
sediment that filled in lower areas of the flood-
plain so that recapture was prevented (Braudrick 
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draulic resistance of vegetation and the concurrent 
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tion or light-weight floodplain sediment, so that 
multiple channels and reoccupation were pre-
vented. 
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where s=sediment density, "b= ghsin(S)=bed 
shear stress, S=channel gradient and D50=median 
particle size. This involves the scaling of particle 
size (D) with LS/LR. However, silt and finer sedi-
ment becomes cohesive, so that coarser sediment 
must be chosen. The concurrent decrease of mo-
bility is usually counterbalanced by tilting (steep-
ening) the model.  

However, the hydraulic resistance scales with 
particle size (through h/D) and this scaling must 
be correct to reach similar flow conditions as well 
as similar (secondary) bend flow that drives the 
three-dimensional morphodynamics. These scale 
problems are further exacerbated as the particle 
Reynolds number (Re*) must be larger than the 
transition from hydraulic smooth to rough: 

63.11**Re >=
µ

! Du  (4) 

where u*=shear velocity and D=particle size rep-
resentative for the roughness. This is unknown: 
usually D50 is used but it can be argued that the 
D90 is more representative of near-bed roughness 
and disturbs the laminar sublayer sufficiently to 
create a hydraulically rough boundary. In smooth 
conditions ripples or scour holes form that do not 
scale with water depth and provide unrealistic 
morphology (Fig 1). In rough conditions the hy-
draulic resistance is large so that the model is dis-
torted by further increase of gradient. 

To design bar dimensions and regime, we use the-
ory for forced bars (Struiksma et al., 1985). 
Forced bars of the lowest and higher modes may 
be overdamped, underdamped and excited. The 
over- and underdamped regimes are associated to 
meandering. Bar regime (Fig. 1) depends on the 
ratio of adaptation length of flow ( w) and of 
sediment ( s) after a perturbation (such as a bend): 
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with C=Chézy parameter and W=channel width. 
The last two terms are a transverse slope effect 
(Struiksma et al., 1985). 

 
Figure 2. Bar regimes and dimensions (Struiksma et al., 
1985) for typical flume conditions. Numbers at top of graph 
indicate the width-depth ratio W/h. Lp=bar wavelength and 
Ld=damping length (representing excitation when negative). 

Thus bar regime depends primarily on width-
depth ratio but also on sediment mobility and hy-
draulic resistance. Bar length is predicted with: 
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where n=power in dependence of sediment trans-
port qb on flow velocity u as qb::un where n !" 
towards beginning of motion. To obtain a mean-
dering channel in the lab the bars must be in the 
underdamped regime and of reasonable short 
length (see van Dijk et al., this volume). 

2.2 Scaling of width of self-formed channels 
The review above indicates that scaling conditions 
can in principle not be satisfied and must therefore 
be relaxed. In the case of exploratory experiments 
in contrast to scale experiments this is fortunately 
not problematic at all as long as scale problems 
are considered in the interpretation. 

The balance between floodplain formation and 
bank erosion determines channel width and depth. 
The width-depth ratio determines bar pattern (Eq. 
5). The banks are eroded fastest at the pools be-
tween the bars, so that bar pattern provides a tem-
plate for bank erosion. In principle alternate bars 
could then lead to meandering; however bars mi-
grate rather fast so that erosion is not focused at a 
specific bank location for long enough to create 
meandering. Cohesive sediment, vegetation or ar-
mouring on the bars reduces bar migration (Klein-
hans, 2010). Without cohesion, banks erode until 
a braided threshold channel has developed. So, in 

Figure 1. Scour hole in 0.2 mm sand. Flow depth was a few 
mm while scour depth is a few cm. Ruler in cm for scale. 
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Bar regime depends on the ratio of adaption length of the flow and adaption length of the 
sediment after a perturbation (such as a bend) (Struiksma et al., 1985) and the ratio is 
described as the interaction parameter IP (see chapter 2.3). The balance between bank 
erosion and floodplain formation determines channel width and depth. In turn, the 
width/depth ratio determines the bar pattern. Banks are eroded fastest at the pools between 
the bars. Then, alternating bars can lead to meandering, but bars can migrate fast so that 
erosion is not focused long enough at the specific bank location to create meandering river 
patterns. Bar migration can be reduced by vegetation, cohesive sediment or armouring of 
the bars. Without any cohesion of the banks, the banks erode until a braided river channel 
develops. To have strong banks that can be eroded the bank strength τf has to be higher 
than the critical shear stress for sediment motion τc, but the bank strength τf has to be 
smaller than the actual shear stress τb: 

 
 [13] 
 

In order to increase bank strength, seeding vegetation, silica flour and clay can be added to 
the banks. Also vegetation can add strength to the banks, which depends upon depth of the 
roots, vegetation density and production of organic material (Tal and Paola, 2007 in 
Kleinhans et al. 2010b). However, to dense or fast-growing sediment prevents channel 
migration. In experimental settings is mixture of sediment essential for the parameters in the 
relaxed scaling approach. This is due to the fact that the sediment mixture determines in the 
strength of the banks, variation in roughness and in turn determines river pattern and bar 
dynamics (Kleinhans et al. 2010b).  
  

order to have stronger banks that can be eroded, 
bank strength f must be higher than critical shear 
stress c for sediment motion, but not larger than 
the actual shear stress b: 

bfc !!! <<  (7) 

where bank strength can be described by the 
Mohr-Coulomb equation: 

'tan'' "#! ff c +=  (8) 

where f=shear strength at failure, c’=effective co-
hesion, ’=effective stress at failure (dependent on 
bank height, weight and groundwater pressure) 
and ’=effective angle of internal friction. Past at-
tempts to increase bank strength were made by 
seeding vegetation (alfalfa), silica flour and clay. 
Clay proved far too strong because it has the same 
strength as bank material in the field whilst the 
flow shear stress is much weaker: f>> b. Results 
improved with vegetation or silt-sized silica flour. 

The question is why banks in experiments are 
stronger when these materials are used. Several ef-
fects are important at this small scale: 
1. laboratory vegetation produces natural poly-

mere and organic material, which adds cohe-
sion to the banks strengthened by roots (Tal 
and Paola, 2007); 

2. electromagnetic forces between particles and 
between surface coating of fines add cohesion 

3. van der Waals attractive forces add cohesion 
as a function of distance and particle shape 
(Lick et al., 2004); 

4. capillary rising pore water adds cohesion to 
subaerial parts of the bank dependent on pore 
size and distribution; 

5. the number of contact points between particles 
(‘coordination number’) determines sediment 
cohesion, and increases with poorer sorting; 

6. slurry-type mass failure of the bank requires 
dilation, which requires groundwater inflow, 
which depends on pore size and distribution. 

Obviously effects 2-6 become stronger for the 
mixtures with silica flour, but their quantitative 
contributions are at present unknown. Therefore 
we did experiments to quantitatively compare 
bank erosion rates for varying sediment mixtures, 
with other additions such as vegetation (see sec-
tion 3 on experimental procedure). 

2.3 Effects of surface tension in very shallow flow 
Surface tension may affect experiments with very 
shallow flow because it modifies water surface 
elevation and gradient, which drives sediment 
transport. Peakall et al. (1996) suggest that the 
Weber number, defined as: 
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should be greater than 10. Here the denominator is 
the flow force per unit length and =surface tensile 
force per unit length (0.073 N/m for pure water). 
However, for typical experimental floodplain flow 
with u<0.1 m/s and h=O(0.001) m, We<1. 

Theory for thin liquid films and capillarity may 
elucidate potential scale effects of surface tension. 
The exponential decay of surface perturbations is 
characterized by the capillary length. By compar-
ing the Laplace pressure /Lc with the hydrostatic 
pressure gLc (at depth Lc), the capillary length Lc 
can be calculated as (see de Gennes et al., 2004): 
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For water this yields Lc=2.7 mm. Surface tension 
may modify water surface elevation when the cap-
illary length is of the same order of magnitude as 
water depth. For example: 
& A large particle or a plant stem on the flood-

plain will lift the water surface, which reduces 
the local flow velocity and bed shear stress. 
Hence the particle or plant stem may capture 
more suspended sediment than in (upscaled) 
conditions where surface tension is negligible.  

& Surface tension over a backward step will pull 
down the water surface just upstream of the 
step and lift it up just downstream of the step. 
Upstream propagation of such steps is therefore 
relatively faster. 
Surface tension can be modified by surfactants. 

Polymers in the flow may increase the surface ten-
sion, while soap may decrease it (de Gennes et al, 
2004). Clearly experimentation and analysis on 
the effect of soap on shallow flow and sediment 
transport needs to be done before practical appli-
cation is feasible. 

3 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

The bank erosion process can conceptually be di-
vided into sediment erosion, which may undercut 
the river bank, and the sudden fall of a block of 
bank material. The former is a fluvial sediment 
transport and removal process and the latter is a 
geotechnical failure process. Below we describe 
two simple experiments that we used for fast and 
systematic assessment of the behavior of a sedi-
ment mixture, possibly with vegetation (van de 
Lageweg et al., this volume). These experiments 
have also been used for experimental deltas in 
wide lakes (de Villiers et al., this volume). 
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2.5	  Research	  questions	  and	  hypothesis	  
Here the literature review is synthesized by combining the knowledge of tidal bars and 
channels with the current lack of knowledge. This results in a set of research questions with 
their aim at investigating characteristics of tidal bars and channels in experimental setting. 
As already mentioned, scale experiments with tides are extremely rare (Kleinhans, 2012).   

	  
2.5.1	  Research	  questions	  
The current state of knowledge is based on modelling studies or observations in nature. 
Tidal bars are mainly investigated with the use of models. Seminara and Tubino (2001) were 
the first that modelled the mechanism that controls the initial formation of tidal bars. They 
hypothesized that tidal bars spontaneously emerge due to feedback between the tidal flow 
and sediment bed. Recent studies have also showed an important characteristic of tidal bars. 
It showed from their modelling studies that tidal bars scale with tidal excursion length 
(Schramkowski et al., 2002; Schramkowski et al., 2004). The model study of Seminara and 
Tubino (2001) have showed that tidal bars exhibit no net migration under tidal forcing, but 
this has not yet been performed in experimental settings. Observational studies (de Vries-
Klein 1970; Dalrymple, 1977; Dalrymple et al., 1975) have proven insight in the sediment 
circulation patterns and about shapes and sizes of tidal bars in the Cobequid Bay of Fundy.  
 
Several aspects of tidal bars remain unanswered, as no link is present between modelling 
studies and tidal bars being observed in nature. Data of scale experiments on tidal bars and 
tidal channels are currently unavailable. It is general known that width/depth controls the 
formation of fluvial bars in channels, but it remains unclear what triggers the initial formation 
of tidal bars and what determines the shape and size of tidal bars.  
 
In order to understand whether tidal bars can form in experimental setting, how they are 
characterized, and agree with observations in nature and previous literature, several 
research questions (1,2) will be addressed:  
	  

o Do tidal bars develop spontaneously in tidal experiments or only results from 
forcings? 

o How are tidal bars characterized in experimental setting?  
 
As already mentioned, tidal bars are flanked by ebb- and flood-dominated channels. From 
observations it showed that natural ebb- and flood-dominated channels exhibit a 
recirculating sediment transport pattern (Dalrymple et al, 1975; Dalrymple, 1977), but this 
has not yet been observed in experimental data. The following question is (3):  
 

o Is tidal channel network created in experimental setting similar to nature (i.e. ebb- 
and flood-tidal channels according to van Veen (1950)) and how do the ebb- and 
flood-tidal channels evolve over time? 
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In addition also braided river bars are investigated that form under unidirectional flow, and 
otherwise same conditions, to compare between tidal bars that form under reversing flow. 
This allows looking at differences between fluvial and tidal bars. The final questions (4,5) 
are: 

o How is the braiding pattern characterized?  
o How do tidal bars differ from (experimental) fluvial bars? 

 

2.5.2	  Hypotheses	  	  
Based on the literature review hypotheses are formulated. The hypotheses are tested in the 
experiments.  
  

Hypothesis	  question	  1:	  	  
Do tidal bars develop spontaneously in tidal experiments or only results from forcings? 

	  
Several modelling studies have demonstrated the fact that bars grow spontaneously due to 
feedback between the tidal flow and the sediment bed (Seminara and Tubino, 2001; 
Schramkowski et al., 2002; Schramkowski et al., 2004; Schuttelaars and de Swart, 1999; 
Hibma et al., 2004), both with linear stability analyses and stability analyses extended with 
non-linear effects. However, this is only simulated with modelling. According to Schuttelaars 
and de Swart (1999) are frictional forces responsible for the development of positive 
feedback between the bed and flow. Therefore, in order for tidal bars to develop 
spontaneously there has to be enough friction of the flow in the experiment to create the 
positive feedback between flow and sediment and the perturbation at the bottom can start 
to grow. This will eventually lead to the development of tidal bars in the experimental 
system.   
 

Hypothesis	  question	  2:	  	  
How are tidal bars characterized in experimental setting?  

	  
Several modelling studies have already shown insight in some characteristics of tidal bars, 
but then again this is only observed in modelling studies and not yet in experimental data. 
The most important finding of the modelling studies is that of bar length scales with tidal 
excursion length (Schramkowski et al., 2002; Schramkowski et al., 2004). This important 
finding will then also be visible in the experiments. The results of Seminara and Tubino 
(2001) also revealed that unlike fluvial free bars, tidal bars exhibit no net migration during a 
tidal cycle.  
 
Observational studies have showed that tidal bars in nature show variation in size and shape 
(Dalrymple, 1977; Dalrymple et al, 1975).  The large sand bars in their observations were 
asymmetric in shape and the zones of ebb- and flood-dominated channels distribute 
sediment. The bars formed in the experiments will probably differ also in shape and size and 
will expand if the system evolves through time. The variables of the tilting basin will probably 
affect the shape and size of the formed bars (variables of tilting basin, see chapter 3).   
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Hypothesis	  question	  3:	  	  
Is tidal channel network created in experimental setting similar to nature (i.e. ebb- and 
flood-tidal channels according to van Veen (1950)) and how do the ebb- and flood-tidal 
channels evolve over time? 

	  
The pattern in the experiment probably has the same configuration as described by van 
Veen (1950). Tide-dominated systems are often characterized by a pattern of multiple 
channels that divide and recombine around tidal bars (Dalrymple and Choi, 2007; Hibma et 
al, 2004; Swinkels et al, 2009). This channel pattern changes every tidal cycle and results in 
an ebb- and flood-dominated channel system (Van Veen, 1950). Over time, the tidal 
channels will probably increase in depth and more channels will develop. Also recirculating 
sediment transport patterns were visible in the tidal systems (Van Veen, 1950; Swinkels et al, 
2009). Another important feature is that of connecting channels being observed in the 
Westerschelde by Swinkels et al (2009) that induce exchange of water between the two 
main channels. Both recirculating sediment transport patterns and connecting channels may 
be visible in the experiments.  
 

Hypothesis	  question	  4:	  
How is the braiding pattern characterized in experimental setting? 

	  
In nature braiding river systems are characterized by multiple channel systems, irregular bar 
pattern and bars vary in their shape and size due to their morphodynamics (Schuurman et al, 
in prep). This will also be visible in the experiments if the braiding pattern develops, as bars 
will probably differ much in their shape and size. Bars will migrate downstream and the 
braiding pattern will expand. In natural systems bars may be stable due to due to vegetation 
or topographic forcings or resistant rivers banks and hence do not migrate (Schuurman et al, 
in prep). However, no vegetation or strong resisting riverbanks are present in the 
experiments so therefore bars will not be stable.  
 

Hypothesis	  question	  5:	  
How do experimental tidal bars differ from fluvial bars? 

	  
Unstable fluvial bars show a net migration downstream (Seminara et al., 2012; Tubino et al., 
2013), whereas tidal bars show no net migration under tidal forcings (Seminara and Tubino, 
2001). It also stated from literature that fluvial bars develop fast in length until they reach 
equilibrium. Experiments will show if tidal bars will also reach equilibrium. If the 
experimental tidal bars will be compared with the experimental braided river bars it will 
probably results in different shapes and sized for the bars.  
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2.6	  Thesis	  outline	  
In order to answer the research questions of this thesis, chapter 3 will first explain how the 
experiments were performed. Here the experimental set-up will be described, and 
experimental scenarios and data collection. Chapter 4 described the results of the laboratory 
experimentation with the use of two basic cases. The results are discussed in chapter 5. This 
thesis will end with a short conclusion provided in chapter 6.  
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3.	  Methods	  
This chapter will describe the experimental set-up that was used to answer the research 
questions. The use of the experimental basin and flume set-up are also described. Hereafter 
the associated photo cameras and Z-snapper apparatus and sediment characteristics will be 
explained. Then the experimental scenarios and data collection are explained.  
 

3.1	  Experimental	  set	  up	  	  
3.1.1	  Tilting	  basin	  	  
The experiments were performed in an indoor apparatus, which is referred in this report as 
the tilting basin, located in the basement of the Van Unnik building. The tides were 
generated by vertically tilting the basin around its equilibrium point in the middle (fig 3.1). 
The tilting basin is 3.2 meters long, 1.0 meter wide and 25 centimeters deep (Terwisscha 
van Scheltinga, 2012). The plastic tub, designed by Chris Roosendaal of University Utrecht, is 
set on a metal frame were the legs of the frame are in contact with the floor at the middle 
and at one end of the tub. In order to set the variables of the tilting basin, the tilting basin is 
connected to software designed by ing. Henk Markies of Utrecht University. This software in 
the mechanical jack allowed the tilting basin to move up and down around its leg in the 
middle of the titling basin (fig 3.1). The tilting amplitude from the horizontal level, tilting 
speed and tidal delay at high and low water level represented the variables of the tilting 
basin. Tidal delay represented the time before the tilting basing turned towards the reversed 
tide. Two overflow pipes were installed at the end of the basin, which are used to set the 
minimum waterlevel. When the tilting basin was at horizontal level, the two overflow pipes 
needed to be at equal heights in order to have no net flow. At the two overflows at either 
side of the tilting basin, the water was continuously pumped in the tilting basing, while the 
excess of water left the system while drained into a storage tank beneath the tilting basin. 
The discharge at both end of the titling basing was set equally during all tidal experiments.  
 
The sediment bed in the tilting basin was 2.40 meters long and 1.0 meter wide. The 
sediment bed was 5 centimeters deep and therefore the tilting basing contained 0.12 m3 
sediment during the experiments. At both end sides of the sediment bed, 40 cm of water 
was present that could either flow during the tidal cycle or leave the system as excess water.  
When one side of the tilting basin reached his highest point, referred as low water, the other 
side of the tilting basin reached high water. The period for the tilting basin to reach low 
water is defined as the ebb-phase and the period for the basin to reach high water is defined 
as the flood-phase. During the flood phase the water flowed through a change in water 
surface gradient towards the lower end of the tilting basin and caused increasing waterlevels 
(fig 3.1).  
 
During both high and low water periods, the system induced a cycle of sediment transport, 
sediment deposition and erosion. This resulted in morphological changes in the system. The 
water was colored with a blue indigo, such that the waterdepth was better visible on the 
cameras. Darker blue colors indicated deeper channels.  
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Figure 3.1. Initial situation when the tilting basing is at equilibrium. Red arrows indicate one half of a 
tidal cycle where the right-hand side of the tilting basin moves up and reaches low water (ebb) and 
the left-hand side of the tilting basin moves down and reaches high water (flood). Vice versa for the 
green arrows. 	  
 

3.1.2	  Flume	  set-‐up	  	  
In the experiments design conditions were achieved in order to compromise between 
important scaling issues, such as low mobility of sediment, prevention of scour holes and 
sediment cohesion (table 3.1) (Van Dijk et al. 2012). In the experimental system it was 
necessary that flow conditions were subcritical (Fr < 1, table 3.1). It was important that flow 
conditions remained subcritical during the experiment and more or less uniform, otherwise 
the Froude number cannot be relaxed (Kleinhans et al., 2010a). In the experiments, flow 
conditions need to be turbulent, in order to rework the sediment and for the transport of 
sediment in suspension in the tidal channels and in the basin (Re > 2000) (Van Dijk et al. 
2012). In order for sediment to be mobile, the shields number must exceed the critical 
shields number (θ > θcr). The sediment in the basin had a hydraulic rough bed, to prevent 
large scour holes and ripples. Large particles were needed to disrupt the laminar sublayer 
(Reynolds particle number Re* > 11.6) (table 3.1).  
 
The calculations show that the design scale rules were achieved in the experimental setting 
(see experimental design, table 3.1). Indeed flow was subcritical and turbulent. Turbulent 
flow was also visible with the colored indigo-blue water. Sediment exceeded the critical 
mobility parameters in such way that both suspended load and bedload transport occurred.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mechanical 
jack 
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Table 3.1 Flow conditions in experimental design in order to prevent scaling issues (Kleinhans et al. 
2010b; Van Dijk et al. 2012). Design scale rules were calculated for the experiments (value 
experimental design). Equations are presented in chapter 2.4.  

Condition Symbol Design scale rule Value 
experimental 
design 

Froude number Fr (-) < 1  0. 67 
Reynolds number Re (-) > 2000 34630 
Shields critical 
mobility number  

θcr (-) 0,04 0,04 

Shields 
parameters 

θ (-) > 0.04 0,10 

Grain Reynolds 
number 

Re* (-) > 11.6 51 

 

3.1.3	  Cameras	  and	  Z-‐snapper	  camera	  
Three overhead cameras hanged above the tilting basin followed the evolution of the 
experiments. The three cameras made pictures at set intervals to record time-series of the 
morphological evolution of the system. The three overhead cameras were connected to the 
mechanical jack, which was connected to the PSRemote and photobooth software at the 
computer. The software at the mechanical jack allowed that the photo cameras took pictures 
at four moments in the tidal cycle: low water, MSL during flooding stage, high water, and 
MSL during ebb. The overhead cameras took pictures at the start of the experiment until the 
end of the experiment.  
 
The Z-snapper camera also hanged above the tilting basin and captured the tilting basin in 
terms of height of the sediment bed. The Z-snapper was used to create Digital Elevation 
Maps at several timesteps in the system, in order to evaluate the evolution of the system in 
terms of height and depts. The Z-snapper is connected to software at the computer and this 
allowed calculations of height and depths for tidal bars and channels, and erosion and 
deposition patterns. The DEMs were further used to calculated tidal bar and channel width 
and length on different locations in the sediment bed. An initial DEM was made before the 
experiment started and represented the flat sediment bed without any morphological 
changes.  
	  

3.1.4	  Sediment	  characteristics	  	  
The sediment used for both the tidal experiments and braiding river experiments was 
lightweight plastic grains provided by Utrecht University. The Sieve curve is represented in 
figure 3.2 and shows the D50=0.62mm, D90=1.1mm and D10=0.42mm respectively. The 
sediment density of the lightweight plastic grains equalled 1150-1250 kg/m3. The 
lightweight sediment was used to enhance both bedload and suspended load transport in 
order to have morphological changes in the system.   
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Figure 3.2: Sieve curve of the lightweight plastic grains. D10=0.42mm, D50=0.62mm and 
D90=1.1mm and the density equals 1150-1250 kg/m3.  

 

3.2	  Experimental	  scenarios	  
The experiments performed in the tilting basin represent a small part of a tidal system (tidal 
inlet or estuary).  
 

3.2.1	  Tidal	  experiments	  	  	  
Tidal bars were investigated in a free-setting scenario. Here, the setup of the experiment is 
such that tidal bars developed autogenically in such way that no initial perturbation is made 
in the sediment. In other words, no forcing in topography is made (channel curvature, 
variation in channel width). The water forcing at both ends of the tilting basin is equal in 
force. This induces that at both ends the waterlevels were kept equal so no net flow of water 
is present. In this free-setting scenario, the development of tidal bars and channels were 
investigated by the variation in tilting amplitude, tilting speed and delay of the tilting basin. 
Also the effect of tidal symmetry and asymmetry were investigated by setting different tilting 
amplitudes and speed for both sides of the tilting basin (table 3.2). Waterdepth in the 
experiments is held constant at 5 mm in order to eliminate effects of different waterdepth on 
the morphological evolution of the system. Slope is calculated over the total distance of the 
tilting basin and is highest for the experiments with the highest amplitudes (table 3.2).   
   
The tidal experiments were all symmetrical except for experiment number 13 (table 3.2). 
The experiments are divided into basic high- and low-amplitude case, high amplitude cases 
and low amplitude cases, and the symmetrical tide and asymmetrical tide case. The two 
basic cases (red in table 3.2) are used in chapter 4.  
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Table 3.2 Free-setting scenarios with cases for the tilting basin, were basin length equalled 3.2 meters 
and basin width equalled 1 meter. Red-colored numbers indicate cases used in chapter 4.  

Number Case Tilting 
speed  
(mm/min) 

Amplitude 
(mm) 

Slope 
(m/m) 

Delay  
(s) 

Tilt cycles Duration 
(hours) 

1 High amplitude 15 10 0.0031 10 197 5 ½  

2 High amplitude 12 10 0.0031 5 67 5 
3 High amplitude 13 10 0.0031 4 90 5 ¼  
4 High amplitude 14 10 0.0031 2 285 8 ½  
5 Low amplitude 14 8 0.0025 2 174 5 ¼  
7 High amplitude 16 9 0.0028 2 806 7 
8 Basic low- 

amplitude  
16 8 0.0025 2 999 68 

9 Low amplitude 18 8 0.0025 2 837 46 
10 Low amplitude / 

symmetrical tide  
17 8 0.0025 2 2492 94 

11 Asymmetrical 
tide 

17 Up 8 
down   9 

0.0025 
0.0028 

2 2502 95 

13 Basic high- 
amplitude  

14 10 0.0031 2 1134 75 

	  
3.2.2.	  Braiding	  river	  experiments	  	  
Bars in braided river systems were also investigated with the use of the tilting basin (table 
3.3). The braiding experiments are used as control experiments, as here tidal bars were 
expected to form under unidirectional flow by tilting the basin to one side only, instead of 
reversing flow for the tidal experiments. The slope of the tilting basin was equal during all 
experiments and equalled 0.0025 m/m (amplitude of 8 mm and total basin length of 3.2 
meters). The braided river bars were compared with tidal bars.  
 
To ensure that the upstream boundary of the river received enough sediment for the 
braiding pattern to develop, a sediment feeder was placed in front of the tilting basin. The 
sediment from the sediment feeder was mixed with water before entering the system, to 
prevent floating of the sediment and ensure bedload transport. The sediment feeder fed at 
constant rate sediment to the system. The sediment feeder was set in all braiding river 
experiments at 300 Hz and represented an average sediment transport rate of 0.11 kg/m3. 
The PSRemote program controlled the cameras in such way that the cameras were taking 
pictures at set intervals between the frames. The Z-snapper was also used for making Digital 
Elevation Maps of the system. An initial DEM was also made before the experiment started in 
order to calculate differences in height, width and length between timesteps in the 
experiment.   
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Table 3.3 Overview of braiding river experiments.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

3.3	  Data	  collection	  
3.3.1	  Photographs	  and	  movies	  
The collected photographs of the experiments were first three separate photographs, which 
were stitched together with a Matlab script. This matlab script made eventually movies of 
the stitched photographs. The movies were used to follow the evolution of experimental tidal 
bars and channels (chapter 4.1) and for the visual analysis of bar and channel shapes 
(chapter 4.2). The movies were also used for the visual analysis of the differences between 
tidal symmetry and asymmetry (chapter 4.2.4). The resolution of the cameras is determined 
from a ruler on the photographs and equalled approximately 0.06 cm.  
 

3.3.2	  DEM	  calculations	  
The DEMs were used in matlab scripts to perform calculations to reveal several 
characteristics of bars and channels in the system (width, height, length and number of 
bars/channels). The horizontal resolution equalled 4 mm and vertical resolution of the DEMs 
equalled 1 mm. With the use of the resolutions the height, width and length of bars could be 
calculated.  
 

Height	  and	  width	  	  
In almost all tidal and braiding experiments an initial DEM was made. For the calculation of 
bar height and width this initial DEM is subtracted from DEM files at later timesteps. In this 
way slope effect in the sediment bed were smoothed out, because the sediment bed was not 
perfectly flat. This DEM difference was used to calculate mean height and width of bars and 
channels in the system. Mean height and width were filtered to smooth out very high and 
low peaks. One must keep in mind the definition of bars and channels for this report. All 
values above the mean bed level elevation were referred as bars, whilst all values below the 
mean bed level elevation were referred as channels (fig 3.3). Bar height (or amplitude) and 
width are defined as the relative change in bar height and width with respect to the initial 
DEM. The same holds on for channel depth. This mean height and width represent an 
average value for height and width for bars and channels through the whole evolution of the 
system. The head of the bar is defined as the start of the bar just after the end of the tidal 
channel (fig 3.3).  
 

	  
	  
	  

Experiment 
number 

Setting  Slope (m/m) Duration time 
(hours) 

Braiding_1  Braiding river 0.0025 4 
Braiding_2 Braiding river 0.0025 4,5  
Braiding_3 Braiding river  0.0025 4,5  
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Length	  	  
Bar and channel length was not calculated automatically with a matlab scripts (as was the 
case for calculating bar with and height), due to the fact that the method of calculating bar 
height and width was not suited for bar length. The calculated length of the bars and 
channels were not representable for what was actually present in the system. Therefore, bar 
and channel length was calculated by hand due to visual observation of the DEMs and 
photographs. Bar and channel length are averages lengths and calculated at the end stage 
of the system (when the experiments were finished).  
 

Number	  of	  bars	  	  
The number of bars is also calculated in matlab with the same script used to calculate bar 
width and height. The number of bars is defined as the total number of bars (above the 
mean average bedlevel) (fig 3.3). With this method, the number of bars is calculated per 
timestep and finally averaged over all DEMs that represent eventually the total number of 
bars through the evolution of the system.  
 

Figure 3.3: Definitions of bars and channels for the calculations. Bar height is calculated by the height 
of the bar minus the average height. 
	  
	  
	   	  

Bar head 
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4.	  Results	  	  
The first subchapter will focus on the evolution of two morphological symmetrical tidal 
systems from plane bed towards a dynamical tidal system with tidal channels and bars. 
Describing and analyzing will be done by the use of two basic cases: basic low-amplitude 
case (LA-case) and basic high-amplitude case (HA-case) (table 4A). Two basic cases were 
chosen due to the fact that the evolution of all experiments resulted in two different end-
stages, whereas the experiments could be divided into high- and low-amplitude cases. The 
second subchapter will focus on the dependence of tidal bars and channels on imposed tidal 
conditions. The main focus lies on the trends, conditions and shapes of tidal bars in the 
system but the tidal channels in the system will also be addressed. 
 
Table 4A: Description of tidal cases. Bold red numbers indicates used cases in chapter 4.1. Initial 
waterdepth was equal for all tidal experiments (5 mm).  TEL= tidal excursion length (m), TWL=tidal 
wavelength (m). For calculations tidal excursion length see chapter 4.2 and tidal wavelength see 
chapter 5.  
 

Case tidal 
experiments  

Experiment 
number  

Tilting 
speed 
(mm/min) 

Amplitude 
(mm) 

Delay 
(s) 

Tilt 
cycles  

Slope 
(m/m) 

TEL 
(m) 

TWL 
(m) 

Failure - 10 8 10 - - - - 
Basic high-
amplitude 

T13 14 10 2 1134 0.0031 8.6 4.8 

Basic low- 
amplitude  

T8 16 8 2 999 0.0025 6 3.3 

Low amplitude  T5 
T9 

 

16 8 2 174 
837 

0.0025 6.8 
5.3 
 

3.8 
2.9 
 

High amplitude T1  
T2 
T3 
T4 
T7 

16 9 2 197 
67 
90 
285 
806 

0.0025 8 
10 
9.3 
8.6 
6.8 

4.3 
5.4 
5.1 
4.8 
3.8 

Asymmetrical tide  T11 17 Up/down 
8/9 

2 2502 0.002/ 
0.0025 

5.6 
6.2 

3.1 
3.5 

Symmetrical tide  T10 17 8 2 2492 0.002 5.6 3.1 
 
Table 4B: Description of braiding cases. Bold red number indicates used case in chapter 4.2  

Case braiding 
experiments  

Experiment 
number 

Slope  
(m/m) 

Duration 
time (min) 

Braiding 1 Vl_2911 0.0025  240  
Braiding 2 Vl_3011 0.0025 210  
Braiding 3 Vl_2811 0.0025 200  
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4.1	  Evolution	  of	  experimental	  tidal	  bars	  and	  channels	  
Both the experiments (HA-case, LA-case) started with an initially flat bed that was raised 
above mean sea level on both sides. The sediment mobility in the experiments was 
intermediate between suspended and bed load transport, but main transport was bedload 
transport. The evolution of the systems is visualized in figure 4.1 for the HA-case and in 
figure 4.5 for the LA-case by the use of 4 photographs. Both experiments started with a flat 
sediment bed with a length of 2.40 meters and approximately 1 meter wide. Two seas were 
present at both end sides of the sediment bed each 0.40 meters long.  

	  
4.1.1	  Basic	  high-‐amplitude	  case	  	  
In the first 60 tilt cycles the system showed no morphological changes and the sediment bed 
remained flat. Hereafter the first bars started to initiate in the middle of the tilting basin due 
to small perturbations in the sediment bed. Few elongated tidal bars developed (fig 4.1, tilt 
cycle 250), which were observed as the first stage in the evolution of tidal bars for high-
amplitude cases. At the same time small tidal channels formed. After initialization of bars 
they started to expand in height, width and length and occurred parallel to the direction of 
the tidal flow (fig 4.1, tilt cycle 549). Tidal channels increased in depth, width and length. A 
big bar-channel system was soon visible within the system (fig 4.1, tilt cycle 549-921 at 
0.40m cross-distance). 

Figure 4.1: Evolution of tidal bars and channels for the basic high-amplitude case. Yellow arrows 
indicate dominant flow pattern of the tidal currents. Dark-blue colors indicate deeper tidal channels 
and light areas represent tidal bars.   	  
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An important characterization for the tidal system was that bars and tidal channels were only 
active during one phase of the tides. Tidal bars developed at the end of the tidal channel 
during one phase of the tides. Bars developed while sediment was transported in the 
channels to form a lobate-shaped bar on which flow diverged (fig 4.2). Bars that developed 
during one phase of the tides had higher resistance to the opposite flow due to the fact that 
reversed main flow did not flowed over the bar and through the same channel. Reversed 
tidal currents flowed in tidal channels flanking the bars (fig 4.2) and formed tidal bars in the 
opposite direction. Tidal bars grew or decayed in the system due to bar merging or 
overtaking (fig 4.1, tilt cycles 732-921).  

Figure 4.2: Separate ebb- and flood-dominated channels. Ebb-dominated channels are indicated in red 
and flood-dominated channels (reversed flow) are indicated in yellow. Smaller arrows at the bar 
indicate flow divergence and green arrows indicate recirculating sediment transport.   
 

Tidal channels were very dynamic through the evolution of the system and were, just like 
tidal bars, only active during one phase of the tides whereas other channels were only active 
during the opposite tidal phase. Some channels bifurcated in the system to form new tidal 
channels (fig 4.3). Channel switching, deepening or shallowing characterized further channel 
development. Modification of tidal channels and bars occurred through the entire evolution 
of the system, and indicated that at the end no static equilibrium was reached. The 
asymmetric pattern of bar and channel development in the system during one dominant tidal 
phase was characterizing for these conducted experimental tidal systems. The existing tidal 
channels were referred as flood-dominated channels or ebb-dominated channels, as those 
channels were only active during one phase of the tides. This pattern of ebb-or flood-
dominated channels is clearly visible in figure 4.2.  
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Tidal currents present in flood-dominated channels transported sediment forward in the 
system, while sediment was transported backwards again with the tidal currents in the ebb- 
dominated channels. This resulted in a recirculating pattern of sediment in the system (fig 
4.2). During ebb, net sediment was transported in the ebb-dominated channels whilst during 
flood, net sediment was transported in the flood-dominated channels. When large round-
shaped tidal bars (fig 4.1) developed further, smaller-scale channels were visible on the tidal 
bars. Some of those smaller channels seemed to connect the ebb- and flood-dominated tidal 
channels in the system (fig 4.3, fig 4.4, black ellipses). During ebb, tidal currents flowed in 
the ebb-dominated channels and flow diverged at the bars. A small amount of the main 
diverged tidal currents flowed over the tidal bar towards the flood-dominated channel. This 
small amount of flow transported sufficient sediment that channels could decrease in depth 
due to deposition of this sediment. 
 

Figure 4.3: Bifurcations indicated in yellow and connecting channels in red.   
 

About halfway the experiment (549 tilt cycles) a large round/diamond-shaped tidal bar 
developed at the end of the tidal channel (fig 4.1, tilt cycle 549). This bar-channel system 
remained the dominant bar-channel system in the experiment. From the digital elevation 
maps (fig 4.4) and observations it showed that one bar-channel couple expanded much in 
size (both height and width), while other bar-channel couples expanded less and therefore 
remained smaller (fig 4.1, fig 4.4). Tidal bars in the system migrated back and forth with the 
tidal currents during ebb and flood, but no net migration was observed. Unrealistic deep 
scour holes developed between bars in all tidal experiments. These scour holes often 
increased in depth during evolution of the system.  
 
Evolution of initial elongated bars (fig 4.1) towards large round/diamond-shaped bars is 
clearly visible on the digital elevation maps (DEMS) of the tidal system (fig 4.4). The DEM 
shows the relative change in the system with reference to the initial flat sediment bed. The 
most striking observation is that bars appeared rounded with moderate elevations, while 
channels were relatively narrow and long with much greater depths.  
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The bars started as long and thin tidal bars, while these expanded towards large, round and 
longer bars. The large round/diamond-shaped bar that expanded towards the right-hand 
side of the tilting basin (towards 2.88 meters in fig 4.4) was most of the time the dominant 
bar-channel system. The channels deepened while the evolution time of the system 
increased. Tidal channels were deepest just before the bar started (were the sediment from 
the channel diverged) or at the flanks of the tidal bars. The bar crest is the highest point of 
the tidal bar (fig 4.4). The DEM also demonstrated the presence of connecting channels in 
the system (black ellipses, fig 4.4).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.4: Erosion and deposition pattern of the basic high-amplitude case for three timesteps. 
Negative values indicate erosion and positive values indicate deposition. Black ellipses indicate 
connecting channels (connecting ebb-and flood-tidal channels).  
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4.1.2	  Basic	  low-‐amplitude	  case	   
The first bars started to develop after 150 tilt cycles. Here, multiple small-elongated tidal 
bars developed in the middle of the tilting basin (fig 4.5).  These multiple small-elongated 
bars formed a characteristic pattern and demonstrate the first stage in the evolution of the 
system for the low-amplitude cases (fig 4.6). During this first stage small tidal channels 
formed. These channels remained shallow and small, while bars expanded in height, width 
but most in length after initialization. Bars also developed parallel to the flow direction in the 
tidal system (fig 4.6).  

Figure 4.5: Evolution of tidal bars and channels for the basic low-amplitude case. Yellow arrows 
indicate dominant flow pattern of the tidal currents. 	  
 
Like for the HA-case, tidal bars and channels were only active during one phase and ebb- 
and flood-dominated channels formed. These ebb- and flood-dominated channels were not 
as deep as was the case for the channels in the HA-case. Tidal channels were rather shallow.  
The LA-case experiments also exhibited scour holes, but less scour holes were present but 
were not that unrealistic deep as was the case for scour holes in the HA-cases. Tidal bars 
migrated back and forward with the tidal currents during ebb and flood.  
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Figure 4.6: Characteristic bar pattern for the low-amplitude case that consists of multiple elongated 
bars below each other.  
 
A large difference with the HA-case is the shape of bars during initialization and bars at the 
end-stage of the evolution of the tidal system (fig 4.1 & fig 4.5). Unlike the HA-case, were 
few elongate bars developed, multiple small bars developed during initialization in the LA-
case. Large elongated (very thin bars and intermediate in length) bars characterized the 
end-stage of the system in the LA-case, whilst large round/diamond shaped tidal bars 
characterize the end-stage in the HA-cases (HA-case, fig 4.2). Another striking difference 
with the HA-case becomes visible in the DEM (fig 4.7). Here, no connecting channels seemed 
to be present and no connecting channels were visible during observations. Clearly visible on 
the DEM is the evolution from multiple elongate bars towards larger elongate tidal bars. The 
characteristic bar pattern as visible in figure 4.6 is also clearly visible in figure 4.7.  
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Figure 4.7: Erosion and deposition pattern of the basic low-amplitude case for three timesteps. 
Negative values indicate erosion and positive values indicate deposition. Note the characteristic 
pattern of bars in the system (see fig 4.6).  
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The difference in bar width and height dimensions over time is given in figure 4.8 for both 
HA-case and LA-case. This figure shows clearly the difference in evolution between the two 
cases. Bar height after 25 hours for both experiments was more or less equal. However, bars 
in the HA-case expanded fast in height and width. The reverse is the true for the LA-case. 
Here, bar height and width remained almost constant through time. It seemed that bar 
width and height were more or less in equilibrium in the LA-case. No equilibrium seemed to 
be reached in the HA-case. The number of bars for both systems is given in figure 4.9. The 
total number of bars is highest in the LA-case but these remain relatively constant. This 
could indicate that the LA-case reached equilibrium. The number of bars for the HA-case 
decreases faster. The differences in height and width dimensions and number of bars for 
both cases are clearly visible in the figures that show the evolution of the system (fig 4.1 & 
fig 4.5) and in the digital elevation maps (fig 4.4 & fig 4.7) 
 

Figure 4.8: Evolution of bar width and height for both HA-case and LA-case.   
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Figure 4.9: Evolution of number of bars for both HA-case and LA-case.  

 
The fact that bar width and height expanded fast for the HA-case is also demonstrated with 
the use of the 25th, 50th (median) and 75th percentiles. Figure 4.10 shows the average values 
for the percentiles of the width and height for both HA-case and LA-case. The values are 
averaged over time. The 50th percentile is indicated in blue (width) or red (height). The 75th 
and 25th percentiles are indicated with the black dotted line. Figure 4.10 demonstrates that 
50% of the values fall below 128 mm for the width of the bars in the HA-case; 75% falls 
below 142 mm for the width of the bars and 25% falls below 104 mm. This is completely 
different for the LA-case, whereas here the 25th and 50th percentile are equal (70 mm). 75% 
of the values fall below 72 mm. The figure demonstrates that bars grew extensively in width 
when time increased, as the percentiles differ significantly.  Bar width remained more or less 
constant in the LA-case, and this could indicate equilibrium in the system.  
 
The same holds on for bar height. Figure 4.10 demonstrates that 50% of the values fall 
below 1.6 mm for bar height in the HA-case; 75% of the values fall below 1.7 mm and 25% 
of the values fall below 1.5 mm. This demonstrates that bars grew in height. The 25th and 
75th percentile (1.57 & 1.6 mm) are almost equal to the 50th percentile (1.6 mm). This 
indicates that bars height remained more or less equal during the evolution of the tidal 
system, which also could indicate equilibrium of the system.  
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Figure 4.10: The 25th, 50th and 75th percentiles for bar width and height for both basic HA- and LA-
case. The blue and red box indicates the 50th percentile. The upper limit of the dotted-black line 
represents the 75th percentile and the lower limit indicates the 25th percentile.  
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4.2	  Dependence	  of	  tidal	  bars	  on	  imposed	  tidal	  conditions	  	  	  
This chapter will visualize, describe and analyze the characteristics of tidal bars in the system. 
Bar height, width, length and the number of bars are in this chapter compared for all tidal 
experiments to find possible relationships between those parameters that can define 
characteristics of tidal bars in the system and can be compared to characteristics of fluvial 
bars. The next subsection describes the effect of conditions. Thereafter the shape of tidal 
bars and channels will be described followed by describing the tidal asymmetrical experiment. 
This chapter will end by describing shortly some characteristics of experimental braiding bars.  
   

4.2.1	  Overall	  trends	  
Mean bar height, width and length per tidal experiment are presented in table 4.1. The 
values are averaged over the timesteps. Bar height varied between 1.3 mm (experiment 5) 
to 3.1 mm (experiment 13/basic HA-case). Width varied between 70 mm (experiment 9) and 
121 mm (basic HA-case). The width/height ratio varied between 42 (experiment 7) and 61 
(experiment 5). The mean number of bars is highest for experiment 3, 5, 8 and 9. The 
lowest numbers of bars were found in experiment 4, 7 and 13. Bar length varied from 
700/800 mm (experiment 8,9,10 and 11) and 1000/1200 mm (experiment 1, 2, 3, 4, 7 and 
13) (table 4.1). 
 
Table 4.1: Mean bar height, width, number of bars and bar length for all experiments. Red bold 
numbers indicates cases used in chapter 4.1 and chapter 4.2 

  
Mean bar width versus bar height is presented in figure 4.11. There is a strong correlation 
between bar width and bar height. When bar width increases, bars also increase in height.   
The coefficient of determination (R2) represents the percentage of variation in the data that 
can be explained (fig 4.11) and is also listed in table 4.2 for plots that are not included. The 
high coefficient of determination between bar width and height implies a strong relation.  
 
 

Case Experiment Bar 
height 
(mm) 

Bar 
width 
(mm) 

Width/height 
ratio 

Number of 
bars 

Length 
(mm) 

High amplitude 1 3.36 113.58 39.89 4.22 900 
2 1.60 89.99 57.54 8.36 1500 
3 1.81 77.62 48.13 11.60 1050 
4 2.00 90.87 57.74 4.72 1200 
7 2.24 88.00 42.40 7.49 900 

Basic case high-amplitude 13 3.15 121.15 45.99 5.62 1100 
Low amplitude 
Basic low-amplitude 
Low-amplitude 

5 1.32 78.55 61.15 12.08 900 
8 1.65 71.23 46.25 11.48 700 
9 1.52 69.54 49.92 11.78 700 

Low 
amplitude/symmetrical  

10 1.72 75.02 47.20 9.88 800 

Asymmetrical 11 2.12 87.18 49.32 8.95 600 
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However a relationship between two variables can be strong, but yet not significant. 
Therefore, the significant of the correlation coefficient (R) can be tested by using the 
degrees of freedom and (critical) t-values (Wonnacott and Wonnacott, 1990). A two-tailed 
test is used. Two hypotheses are developed: a null hypothesis H0 and an alternative 
hypothesis H1. The null hypothesis means that there is no correlation between the x and y 
variables. The alternative hypothesis indicates that there is a significant correlation between 
the variables. The distribution given by the null hypotheses is considered and a test is 
performed to determine whether or not the null hypotheses should be rejected in favor of 
the alternative hypothesis. An Alfa (α) of 0.02 is used, which implies that there is 2% change 
to rejecting H0 while the H0 is correct (Wonnacott and Wonnacott, 1990). If a significant 
relationship is present between the two variables is indicated in table 4.2. From table 4.2 it 
shows that there is indeed a significant relationship between bar width and height. 
Significant relations are indicated in red circles in the figures.   
 
The relation between the number of bars and bar width, height and the width/height ratio is 
given in figure 4.12. It seemed that a strong relationship was present between the number 
of bars and bar width (fig 4.12). When the number of bars increased, bar width decreased. 
According to the statistics, there is a significant relation between the number of bars and bar 
width (table 4.2). No significant relation between the ratio of width/height and bar height 
and the number of bars in the experiment exists (fig 4.12). Bar length has no significant 
correlation with bar height, width and width/height ratio (fig 4.13 & table 4.2).  
 

Figure 4.11: Bar width (mm) versus bar height (mm).  
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Figure 4.12: Number of bars versus bar width (mm), height (mm) and width/height.  
 

 
Figure 4.13: Bar length versus bar width (mm), height (mm) and width/height.  
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4.2.2	  Effect	  of	  conditions	  
Three different conditions in the tilting basin were varied in the experimental setting: (1) the 
speed of tilting (mm/min), (2) amplitude of tilting (mm) and (3) delay (s). The condition 
delay corresponds to the time before the tilting basin starts to reverse (from ebb to flood or 
vice versa). The imposed conditions are listed in table 3.2.   

 
Tilting	  speed	  	  
Tilting speed is plotted against bar height, width and width/height in figure 4.14. The 
coefficients of determination are low for the relations, and there is also no significant relation 
between tilting speed and bar height, width and width/height (table 4.2). A powerful 
significant relationship occurred between tilting speed and bar length (fig 4.15 & table 4.2). 
When tilting speed increased bars strongly decreased in their length. Tilting speed had no 
effect on the number of bars (table 4.2).  
 
In order to examine the effect of the tilting speed, the other two imposed conditions must be 
exactly the same in order to filter out any effect of tilting amplitude or delay. Therefore, 
experiment 8, 9 and 10 can be compared because those have the different tilting speeds, 
but the same amplitude and tidal delay (table 4.1). Experiment 9 with the highest tilting 
speed, exhibited the lowest bar heights and bar widths in the system. The mean number of 
bars and channels were almost equal to experiment 8. The length of the bars fell in the 
same range of the other two experiments. Clearly, one can note that when tilting speed 
increased, bar height and width were lower. 
 

Amplitude 
Amplitude is plotted against bar height, width and width/height in figure 4.16. Although the 
coefficients of determination are higher here than for the tilting speed relations, still no 
significant correlation is present between amplitude and bar width, height and width/height. 
Another striking observation is that amplitude strongly affected the length of the bars (fig 
4.17). The positive significant relation between the two parameters indicated that when 
amplitude increased, also bar length increased (table 4.2). Tilting amplitude had also no 
significant correlation with the number of bars in the system (table 4.2).  
 
Experiments with different amplitude values but the same tilting speed and delay were 
experiment 4 and 5 and experiment 7 and 8 (table 4.1). When comparing those conducted 
experiments it is clear that the experiment with the lowest amplitude also exhibited the 
lowest bar width and heights. The highest bar width and height, was for the experiment with 
the highest tilting amplitude (experiment 13). The number of bars and channels were then 
again highest for the experiment with the lower amplitudes (experiment 5 and 8).  
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Figure 4.14: Tilting speed (mm/min) versus bar width (mm) and height (mm).  
 

Figure 4.15: Tilting speed (mm/min) versus bar length (mm).   
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Figure 4.16: Amplitude versus bar width (mm), height (mm) and width/height.  
 

Figure 4.17: Amplitude (mm) versus bar length (mm).   
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Delay	  
Tidal delay has no effect on characteristic of tidal bars (width and height), except on the 
length of the bars (fig 4.18 & table 4.2). There is a significant correlation between tidal delay 
and bar length. Bars increased in length when tidal delay increased. However, one must note 
that the effect of delay was difficult to determine while almost all tidal experiments exhibited 
the same delay of 2 seconds. The delay of 2 seconds showed that such low delay was high 
enough for bars to develop.   

 

Figure 4.18: Tidal delay (s) versus bar length (mm).   
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Tidal	  excursion	  length	  	  
By combining maximum average velocity and tidal period the tidal excursion length could be 
calculated. Tidal excursion length is referred as the net horizontal distance over which water 
moves during one tidal cycle of ebb and flood. Tidal excursion length (mm) is here presented 
as the maximum velocity (mm/s) times half the tidal period (s). No significant correlations 
were present between tidal excursion length and bar width and height (plot not included). A 
strong and significant correlation existed between tidal excursion length and the length of 
the bars (fig 4.19 & table 4.2). The increase in tidal excursion length was accompanied by an 
increase in bar length. The numbers of bars in the system were not significantly correlated to 
the tidal excursion length (table 4.2).  
 
 

 
Figure 4.19: Tidal excursion length (mm) versus bar length (mm) and number of bars.  
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Table 4.2: Correlation factor is given to indicate the strength of the relationship between the two 
parameters (x and y). Strong and significant correlation factors are indicated in green. The relation, 
either positive or negative is given (P/N) in the correlation column.  
 

Type X-as Y-as Correlation R2  
Characteristics Mean bar width  Bar height  0.84 P  

Number of bars Width  0.61 N 
Height 0.52 N 
Width/height  0.0006 P 
Length  0.28 N 

Length Width 0.17 N 
Height 0.02 N 
Width/height 0.22 P 

Conditions  Tilting speed Width 0.12 N 
Height 0.006 N 
Width/height 0.24 N 
Length 0.76 N 
Number of bars 0.07 P 

Amplitude Width 0.33 P 
Height 0.30 P 
Width/height 0.0124 P 
Length 0.73 P 
Number of bars 0.39 N 

Tidal excursion Width 0.19 N 
Height 0.06 N 
Width/height 0.05 P 
Length 0.83 P 
Number of bars 0.18 P 

Delay Width 0.01 N 
Height 0.05 N  
Width/height 0.07 P 
Length 0.52 P 
Number of bars 0.008 P 
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4.2.3	  Visual	  analysis	  of	  bar	  and	  channel	  shapes	  	  
Bars	  
The shape of tidal bars was based on visual interpretation due to movies from the 
photographs. When looking at the shape of tidal bars it could be seen that there was a 
division in round/diamond-shaped tidal bars or tidal bars with sharper edges (table 4.3). 
Figure 4.20 shows sketches of round/diamond-shaped bars or sharp-edges bars at the end 
of the experiments.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Figure 4.20: Sketch of different bar shapes: elongated sharp-edged bars (LA-case / Low tidal 
excursion length) and round/diamond shaped bars (HA-case / High tidal excursion length). E=ebb-
dominated channel with a bar at the end and F=flood-dominated channel with a bar at the end.  
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The transitions however, are not hard transitions due to the fact that round bars can be 
present in all experiments and vice versa, but an overall average trend can be found in the 
tidal experiments. Here, experiment 1 is taken into account, because visual observation is 
done with the photographs and the characteristics of the photographs are the same for all 
experiments. 
 
Table 4.3: Relative shape of tidal bars in experimental setting with tidal excursion length. Initiation 
indicates either few bars (one or two) or multiple bars (more bars below each other). Arrows à or ß 
a very specific dominant grow direction in the system.  

 
Experiment Initiation  Beginning End Tidal excursion 

length (mm) 

1 Few bars - Wide, round (massive) 
and long 

2.5 

2 Few bars Thin, long  Wide, round and long à 1 

3 Few bars Thin, long Wide round and longà 0.86 

4 Few bars Long, somewhat 
wider 

Wide, round and long 
(massive) ß 

0.46 

5 One bar Thin, long Less wide, round, less 
long 

0.46 

7 Multiple  Thin, less long 
(small) 

Wide round bars, long 0.53 

8 Multiple Thin, small Thin, intermediate in 
length, sharp 

0.53 

9 Multiple Thin, small Thin, intermediate in 
length, sharp 

0.6 

10 Multiple Thin, small Thin, longer, sharp/round  0.56 

11 Few Very small and 
thin 

Wider, small, sharper ß  0.56 

13 Few bars Thin, long Wide, round and long ß 0.46 
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The first morphological change in the experiment was visible as either few existing bars of 
multiple bars below each other (table 4.3). This division in initiation of bars resulted 
eventually in different end-stages of the system. When few (1 or 2) bars developed, these 
were after initiation relatively seen thin and long bars (elongated). In the end stage of the 
system it seemed that those bars had grown towards big round-shaped tidal bars, 
sometimes referred as massive bars (fig 4.2, fig 4.20). Four of those experiments showed 
that tidal bar development favored specifically one direction (table 4.3). When multiple bars 
(>2) developed (fig 4.6), it seemed that those first initiated bars were very small in width 
and in their length (small elongated bars). These bars were also much shaper (fig 4.20), 
indicating that the shape was not that large and round as in the other experiments (fig 4.2 & 
fig 4.6). No specific grow direction was present in these experiments. At the end stage, the 
elongated (very small in width but intermediate in length) shaper-bars were found in 
experiments with smaller tidal excursion length (LA-case). The large and round/diamond-
shaped bars were found in experiments with high tidal excursion length (HA-case). When 
also involve the length of the bars it showed that the wide, round-shaped bars were in 
general larger than the length of the smaller and sharper-shaped bars.  
 
When looking at along-profiles for a large tidal bar for the HA-case, it showed that bars 
exhibited a gentle slope towards the bars crest and a steep slope downwards at the end of 
the bar crest (fig 4.21). This was often the case for large tidal bars and this up-slope 
influenced tidal currents during ebb and flood flow. The bar exhibit a steep down-slope that 
hinters the flow.  

 
 
Figure 4.21: Along profile for the HA-case at the large bar-channel couple (fig 4.2). Bars are present 
above the average height line and channels are present below the average height line. Black arrows 
indicate slope upwards and green arrow indicate steep slope downwards.  
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Channels	  	  
As mentioned earlier in the chapter, channels were either ebb- or flood-dominated 
depending on the tidal phase. Visual observations from the movies and tidal experiments 
showed that tidal channel shapes differ depending on the case (table 4.4. Systems with 
narrow, long and intermediate/deep channels developed (fig 4.22, top), wide, long and deep 
channels developed (fig 4.22, middle), or intermediate in width, shallow in depth but small in 
length (fig 4.22, bottom). Remind that this is also not a hard transition but an average shape 
that represents the tidal experiments.  
 
Tidal excursion length seemed to determine the shape of the channels. Wide, long and deep 
tidal channels and narrow, long and intermediate/deep tidal channels occurred in systems 
with high tidal excursion length (HA-cases, table 4A). Tidal channels that were intermediate 
in width, small in length and shallow in depth occurred in systems with low tidal excursion 
length (La-cases, table 4A).   
 
Table 4.4: Relative shape of tidal channels (either flood-or ebb-dominated) in the experiments.  
Case Width (mm) Length (mm) Length Depth (mm) 

High-
amplitude 
cases 

Wide Long ¾ tilting 
basin  

Intermediate-
deep 

Narrow 
 

½ tilting 
basin 

Low-
amplitude 
cases 

Intermediate Intermediate  < ¼ tilting 
basin 

Intermediate-
shallow 
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Figure 4.22: (Top) Narrow, long and intermediate/deep channels in experiment T2, (Middle) Wide, 
long and deep channels in experiment T7, (Bottom) Intermediate in width, small in length and 
shallow in depth in experiment T9.  Experiment T2 and T7 are high-amplitude cases and T9 is a low-
amplitude case (table 4A).  
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4.2.4	  Tidal	  symmetry	  versus	  tidal	  asymmetry	  
The symmetrical tide case was compared with the asymmetrical tide case to see if there 
were differences in tidal bar development between both cases (table 4A). The evolution of 
the symmetrical tide case is given in figure 4.23 and evolution of asymmetrical tide case in 
figure 4.24. 
 

Figure 4.23: Morphological evolution of the tidal system in the symmetrical experiment T10 (Table 
4A). Yellow arrows indicate dominant flow direction. Green arrow indicates dissapearance of the bar.  
 
Evolution	  of	  bars	  in	  symmetrical	  currents	  	  	  
Within the first 30 tilt cycles, the system showed no morphological changes and the 
sediment bed remained flat. Just after those 30 tidal cycles the first multiple tidal banks 
developed in the middle of the tilting basing (fig 4.24). The tidal bars were small and narrow 
(fig 4.23, tilt cycle 630). The tidal bars in the upper side of the tilting basing were narrow 
and small, while the bar at 0.9 meter cross-distance was somewhat thicker. This bar 
however, seemed to be the dominant bar, indicating that this bar expanded in size, while the 
other bars remained constant in shape. Flow pattern is indicated with yellow arrows (fig 
4.23) and demonstrate that the bar head was present at the end of the tidal channel where 
tidal flow reduced and sediment settled down. When the tilt cycles increased, dominant bar 
development switched to the bars in the middle of the tilting basin (fig 4.23, tilt cycle 1220).  
 
The tidal bars in the most upper side of the tilting basin became the dominant bar system 
after 1220 tilt cycles, which later on switched again towards the bars in the middle of the 
system (fig 4.23, 1377 tilt cycles). The bar system in the middle of the tiling basin remained 
the dominant bar system towards the end of the experiment. The channels eroded further 
and more sediment was deposited on the tidal bar. 
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During further development, the flow towards the left lost strength and the flow towards the 
right became dominant (fig 4.23, tilt cycle 1719). The bar at the end of the channel eroded, 
due to strengthening of the flow (fig 4.23, tilt cycle 1719-2514). The tidal bar disappeared 
and sediment was deposited at the bar below, which developed into one large sharp/round-
shaped dominant bar (fig 4.23, tilt cycle 2514).  
 

Figure 4.24: Morphological evolution of the asymmetrical experiment T11 (Table 4A). Orange box 
indicates dominant system.  
 

Evolution	  of	  bars	  in	  asymmetrical	  currents	  	  
The system showed morphological changes after 25 tilt cycles. The first two dominant flow 
directions are indicated in figure 4.24 (tilt cycle 87), where two small bars and channels 
developed. The most striking observation is that the first initiated bars were narrow and 
small in length, with small and shallow tidal channels (fig 4.24, tilt cycle 87-588). The 
initiated bars formed due to perturbations in the sediment bed, but no long and narrow bars 
seemed to be visible after bar initiation, as was the case for bars in symmetrical currents. A 
bar-channel couple developed (around 0.72 meters cross-distance, fig 4.24, tilt cycle 588-
930), but the bars and channels stayed relatively small. No sharp or large round bars or 
large and deep tidal channels formed. Tidal channels switched from location and therefore 
bars decayed or grew. During further evolution ebb- and flood-dominated channels seemed 
to evade each other (fig 4.24, tilt cycle 930-2372).  
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Really characterizing for the asymmetrical tide case is that flow seemed to turn around the 
tidal bar (fig 4.24, orange box) and no net migration was visible. No large round/diamond-
shaped bars (fig 4.1 & 4.2) formed. Tidal channels were intermediate/deep and only present 
in the middle of the sediment bed.  
 

Symmetry	  versus	  asymmetry	  	  	  
The evolution of mean bar width and height is presented in figure 4.25. Within the first 70 
hours bar height of the symmetrical tide experiment increased from 80 mm towards 86 mm. 
In this period the height of the bars increased from 80 mm towards 94 mm for the 
symmetrical tide experiment. For both experiments bar height decreased towards 85 mm 
(symmetrical tide) and 89 mm (asymmetrical tide). Bar height for the symmetrical tide 
experiment remains relatively constant after 50 hours, and could indicate that the an 
equilibrium bar height was reached. Bar width increased strong from 70 mm towards 97 mm 
within the first 70 hours for the asymmetrical tide experiment. Within this period of time bar 
width increased from 65 mm towards 84 mm for the symmetrical experiment, but in this 
period of time width also decreased between 25 and 45 hours. For both experiments bar 
width decreased after 70 hours towards 87 mm (asymmetrical tide) and 77 mm (symmetrical 
tide).  
 
The number of bars in the system is highest for the symmetrical tide experiment (fig 4.26). 
After 80 hours however, the number of bars is highest for the asymmetrical experiment. The 
number of bars decreased from 12 (after 20 hours) towards 8 (after 95 hours) for the 
symmetrical tide experiment. In this period of time the number of bars decreased from 11 
towards 8 for the asymmetrical tide experiment. Figure 4.25 seems to demonstrate that the 
total number of bars in the systems seemed to reach equilibrium.  
 
The different end-stages for both systems are also visible with digital elevation maps (fig 
4.27). This figure demonstrates that elongated, shaper-edged bars formed under 
symmetrical currents, while smaller and rounder bars formed under asymmetrical tide 
currents. Deep tidal channels formed under asymmetrical currents, while under symmetrical 
currents longer and shallower tidal channels formed (fig 4.27).  
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Figure 4.25: Evolution of bar width and height through time for the asymmetrical and symmetrical tide 
case.  

 

 
Figure 4.26: Evolution of number of bars through time for the asymmetrical and symmetrical tide case.  
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Figure 4.27: Digital elevation maps for symmetrical tide case (top) and asymmetrical tide case 
(bottom) after 96 hours. The DEM demonstrates the difference in bar and channel development under 
symmetrical or asymmetrical currents.  
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4.2.5	  Braided	  rivers	  bars	  	  
Three braiding experiments were performed. All braiding experiments exhibited 
unidirectional flow and equal slope (table 4B). The evolution of braiding bars is given in 
figure 4.13.  

 
The braided river formed in experimental setting was characterized by multiple channel 
systems, irregular bar pattern and bars that varied in their shape and size (fig 4.28). This 
braiding pattern developed relatively soon (fig 4.28, t=1 minute). The system started with 
two main channels each flowing towards the sides of the tilting basin with a large bar in-
between the two channels. The two main channels converged after the main bar and formed 
lobate bars further downstream that increased in size and width during the evolution of the 
system (fig 4.28, t=3 minutes). The current flowed around bars or cut through bars to form 
smaller bars. During further development more bars were formed due to cutting of bars 
through the current. The channel at the end of the system, where the flow converged, 
deepened strongly through time. The braided bars migrated downstream with the flow (fig 
4.28).  
 

 
Figure 4.28: Bars and channels in braiding river experimental setting. Black arrows indicate flow 
pattern and the orange arrow indicates unidrectional flow.  
 

The relation between mean bar width and mean bar height and length is presented in figure 
4.29). Bar width and height differs in the three braiding experiments. This could indicate that 
the developed braiding pattern was highly dynamical and the initiated bars and channels 
were different each time the experiments were performed. There is no significant correlation 
between bar width and bar height and length (with α=0.02 and α=0.1). Although number of 
bars seemed to have a strong relation with bar width and length, there is no significant 
correlation between the variables (fig 4.30).  
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Figure 4.29: Relation between bar widht (mm) and bar length (mm) and height (mm).	  	  
	  

Figure 4.30: Relation between number of bars and bar widht (mm) and length (mm) and bar height 
(mm).	  	   	  
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Table 4.5: Mean values for width, height and width/height-ratio and mean number of bars for the 
braiding cases. Tides represent the mean average values for the tidal experiments with tidal amplitude 
of 8 mm. Braiding represents the mean average values for braiding case 1 and 2. Braiding case 3 is 
not taken into account due to the fact that no initial DEM was made.  

Experiment Mean 
width 
(mm) 

Mean 
height 
(mm) 

Mean 
width/height-
ratio 

Mean 
number of 
bars 

Mean 
number of 
channels 

Bar length  
(mm) 

Braiding case 1 121.17 1.87 64.01 5 6 400 
Braiding case 2 91.36 1.69 54.19 6 6 450 
Braiding case 3 79.40 3.93 29.00 5 5 360 
Tides 73.6 1,55 51,1 11 11 775 
Braiding 106.3 1,78 59,1 5 6 425 
 
The difference between values for the tidal experiment and braiding experiments is listed in 
table 4.5. This table shows that on average, mean bar width and height were higher in the 
braiding experiments than in the tidal experiment (with the same slope). The number of bars 
is on the other hand higher in the tidal experiments, as well as the total bar length (table 
4.5). In terms of bar shapes it showed that tidal bar shape differed much from braided river 
bar shape. Due to the braiding pattern, multiple bars were present in-between the braiding 
channels (fig 4.28). These bars were also much smaller in terms of mean bar length. Braided 
bar length varied between 20 – 90 cm, whilst tidal bars varied in length between 60 – 200 
cm. The number of bars was lower according to the statistics, but that is probably due to the 
way the number of bars were calculated (chapter 3). Due to visual comparison it was 
obvious that more bars and channels were present in the braiding experiments. Bifurcations 
and flow convergence were present.  

 
The braiding pattern and braiding bars were also clearly visible on the DEMs (fig 4.31). The 
main flow was first around a big bar in the middle (around 0.48 m along-distance) and flow 
converged between 1.44 and 1.68 m along-distance. The channel was indeed very deep 
where flow converged. The braiding pattern was highly dynamical, due to the fact that both 
DEMs were different in morphological change with the initial flat bed. Both DEMs showed the 
characteristics of the braiding pattern, such as bifurcations, flow convergence and braiding 
bars.  
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Figure 4.31: Digital elevation maps of the braiding experiments. High values indicate deposition (red) 
and low values indicate erosion (dark blue). 
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5.	  Discussion	  
In this section experimental tidal bars and channels are compared to tidal bars and channels 
in natural systems and compared with results from previous model studies. Initiation and 
formation of tidal bars and channels were investigated by the use of an experimental tilting 
basin, wherein the tilting speed, amplitude and tidal delay were be varied. In the 
experiments, tidal bars and ebb- and flood dominated channels were formed. Unrealistic 
deep scour holes were also formed in the tidal experiments. The results are discussed for the 
case of short tidal systems, where basin length is small compared to tidal wavelength, as is 
the case in nature-systems (Kleinhans et al, 2012a). Tidal wavelength can be calculated with 
the wave celerity (c=(g*h)0,5 ), whereas g represents the gravitational acceleration (g=9.81 
m/s2) and h represents the waterdepth. Calculated wavelength equaled 3-6 meters. In order 
for the wavelength to decrease to fall within the length of the tilting basin, the tilting speed 
has to increase significant (tilting speed of 30-40 mm/min).  
	  
	  
5.1	  Experimental	  tidal	  bars	  and	  tidal	  channels	  	  
5.1.1	  Bar	  and	  Channel	  initiation	  	  
A relatively small perturbation in the sediment bed appeared to be the main trigger for 
initiation of bars in the system. Small irregularities in the sediment bed ultimately leaded to 
the spontaneous development of free tidal bars in the middle of the tilting basin, due to 
positive feedback between the water motion, sediment transport and the sediment bed. It is 
well known from the fluvial literature that free fluvial bars form due to irregularities in the 
sediment bed (Kleinhans, 2010; Tubino et al., 2013, Seminara et al., 2012). The results of 
the tidal experiments revealed that free tidal bars exhibited the same initiation pattern as for 
fluvial bars. The spontaneous development of free tidal bars is in agreement with model 
results obtained by Schramkowski et al., (2002) and Seminara and Tubino (2001). Both their 
stability analyses showed that from an initially flat sediment bed bars emerged from small 
perturbations.  
 
Similar to tidal bars, tidal channels initiated and grew due to inherent feedback between tidal 
currents and the erodible sediment bed. These results from the tidal experiments are also in 
agreement with the results of Schuttelaars and de Swart (1999), who investigated the initial 
formation of channels in short tidal embayments.  
 
Initiation of bedforms in tidal systems is related to the combined effect of bottom friction 
and sediment transport processes. Above tidal bars, tidal currents are more retarded due the 
combination of low waterlevel and high resistance from the bottom over the larger area of 
the tidal bars. A lower tidal current above the tidal bars diminishes sediment transport and 
this results in a net transverse sediment concentration gradient. The resulted sediment 
transport induces net sediment transport fluxes towards the bars from the deeper tidal 
channels (de Swart and Zimmerman, 2009; Schramkowski et al., 2002).  
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5.1.2	  Further	  development	  of	  the	  system	  	  	  	  
After initiation two types of bars emerged: either few (1-2) elongated bars developed (fig 4.1 
& fig 4.20) or multiple small elongated bar developed (bar rows) (fig 4.5 & fig 4.20). After 
initialization bars developed parallel to the flow and expanded in height, width and length. 
Dalrymple (1977) and Dalrymple et al., (1975) also observed this pattern of bars being 
present parallel to the flow in the Cobequid Bay, Fundy. Tidal bars and channels were only 
active during one phase of the tidal cycle. This resulted in separate flood- and ebb-
dominated channels, which were responsible for the asymmetric pattern of bar development. 
Tidal bars created localized areas of ebb- and flood-directed residual movement of sediment. 
Flow during one phase of the tides was dominant over the steep side of the bar, while the 
reversing flow was dominant at the flanks and gentle side of the bars. It seemed therefore 
that the bar crest was able to resist the reversing flow. This possibly resulted from the steep 
slope at the bar crest (fig 4.21), that hindered the opposite flow (fig 4.2, yellow arrows) and 
forced the flow around the flanks of the tidal bars. At the steep side of the bar (fig 4.2, red 
arrows), flow diverged. Here, flow velocities decreased and hence sediment was deposited at 
the bar crest.  The pattern of flow during one phase being dominant over the steep side of 
the bar, and reversing flow dominant at the flanks and gentle side of the bars is also 
observed in the Cobequid bay and Minas Basin in Fundy (Dalrymple et al, 1970; Dalrymple, 
1977; de Vries, 1970). 
 
Tidal bars developed at the end of the tidal channel due to dominant ebb or flood tidal 
currents. Higher tidal currents were present in the channels due to higher waterdepth and 
lower resistance from the bottom. The amount of bed material that can be moved with the 
currents is a power function of the current speed and therefore tidal channels can transport 
more sediment. The currents in the tidal channels displayed characteristics of a tidal jet 
current due to the fact that sediment and flow were concentrated in the tidal channels. At 
the mouth of the channel, the jet emerged freely where the flow diverged and sediment was 
deposited and lobate bars formed due to decreased flow velocities. This asymmetric (either 
flood or ebb dominated) channel-bar pattern is characteristic for the tidal systems in the tidal 
experiments. This asymmetric channel-bar development pattern is also observed in the 
Cobequid bay and Minas Basin in Fundy (Dalrymple et al, 1970; Dalrymple, 1977; de Vries, 
1970). 
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Observations from the experimental movies show that development of bar height and width 
and length from initial bed is relatively fast. Then bars seemed to develop slower, especially 
for bars in the LA-case experiments. It seemed here that the system reached equilibrium due 
the fact that bar width and height remained more or less equal during further evolution of 
the system (fig 4.8 & 4.9). Bars in the HA-case remained dynamically active during the 
whole evolution of the system and developed further due to bar merging and overtaking. 
However, the experiments should be performed longer, in order to see if bars in the LA-case 
remain at equilibrium and if the HA-case reaches equilibrium.  Bars in fluvial systems develop 
relatively fast in bar length when starting from initial flat bed, but then they develop slower 
until they reach a quasi-steady equilibrium (Tubino et al., 2013). 
 
Tidal experimental bars also developed further due to the deposition of sediment transport. 
Sediment at the bars was being spread out over the bar due to flow divergence (fig 4.2). 
According to figure 4.21 bars exhibited a steep slope towards the bars crest (black arrow). 
This steep slope at the bar crest reduced in divergence of the flow, which in turn resulted in 
decreased flow velocities and hence deposition of sediment.  Due to deposition, waterdepth 
decreased and this resulted in even more deposition as flow velocities were reduced due to 
the combination of lower waterdepth and higher bottom friction. Bars grew not infinite high 
due to the fact that gravity dampened the bars. Gravity pulls the sediment particles 
downward, which result in reduction of bar height (Tubino et al., 2013). Bars could also 
increase in width and length due to bar merging and overtaking. Characterizing is that mean 
bar width and height are significant correlated; indicating that when bar grew in width this 
was accompanied by an increase in height (fig 4.11). That was also noted when looking at 
the evolution of the system with the use of the movies. Divergence of sediment at the bars 
due to the combination of lower waterlevels and higher bottom friction results in both 
increased bar width and height. The length of bars is not significantly correlated to bar width 
or height (fig 4.13). This implies that when bars grew in length, this was not accompanied 
by an increase in bar width or height. The number of bars is significantly correlated to the 
width of the bars (fig 4.12). When the number of bars increased, bars decreased in their 
width. This is probably the result of bar merging and overtaking.  
 
Wavelength in the experiments seemed to scale with channel width. The tidal bars in the 
experiments had wavelengths in the order of 3-6 times channel width. These results are in 
agreement with field and laboratory data (Tambroni et al, 2005; Seminara and Tubino, 
2001; de Swart and Zimmerman, 2009). The wavelengths of free river bars fall in the range 
of 5-12 times channel width according to observations (Tubino et al, 2013). The length of 
the experimental tidal bars (table 4.1) is 3-6 times smaller than the length of the tidal basin. 
It turns out that these results are in agreement with observations of Seminara and Tubino 
(2001).  
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5.1.3	  Bar	  migration	  	  
Visual observations from the tidal experiments showed that tidal bars formed under the 
symmetrical tidal forcing and show no net migration over a tidal cycle. The bars were 
migrating back and forth over a tidal cycle in a symmetrical way. These results are in 
agreement with the results of Seminara and Tubino (2001), who showed by the use of a 
three-dimensional model that bars exhibited no net migration over a tidal cycle. This differs 
significantly from fluvial bars due to the fact that fluvial river bar theory suggests that 
unstable rivers bars migrate downstream with migration speed being much smaller than the 
flow velocity (Tubino et al, 2013). 
 
By forcing the system with an asymmetric tide, it showed from visual observations in the 
tidal asymmetry experiment that bars still exhibited no net migration over a tidal cycle. The 
bars seemed to move forward and backward in a symmetric way. One side of the tilting 
basin exhibited stronger flood flow, while the opposite side exhibited stronger ebb flow. One 
might expect that bars migrated in the system due to the stronger flood flow to one side of 
the tilting basin, but migration seemed not to be present under asymmetrical currents. This 
may be due to the fact that asymmetry is too small to show significant different patterns 
from the symmetrical tide experiments. Another problem arises due to the fact that some 
previous symmetrical tide experiments prefer a specific side of the tilting basin to develop 
extensively towards that side (table 4.3), even while no asymmetry was present.  

	  
5.1.4	  Ebb-‐	  and	  flood-‐dominated	  channels	  and	  recirculating	  
sediment	  transport	  
Ebb- and flood-dominated channels formed in the tidal experiments show similarities with 
that being observed in the Westerschelde and Wadden Sea (Van Veen, 1950; Swinkels et al, 
2009). In Van Veen (1950) definitions, the flood-tidal channel is open to the flood-current 
and exhibits a sill at the end of the flood-channel, while the ebb-tidal channel is open to the 
ebb-current and exhibits a sill at the end of the ebb-channel. This observed pattern is visible 
in the tidal experiments (fig 4.20). At the end of an ebb- or flood-dominated channel a bar 
(or sill in Van Veen (1950)) was present.  
 
Also small connecting channels were present at the bars that connected the main ebb- and 
flood-dominated channels (fig 4.3). The swatchways (connecting channels), as being 
observed as channels between the main ebb- and flood-dominated channels in the Cobequid 
bay, are also present in the Westerschelde, as they are referred as connecting channels 
(Swinkels et al., 2009). Those channels are the link between the ebb- and flood-dominated 
channels. The main driving force for the development of the connecting channels are the 
water level differences between the ebb- and flood-dominated channels according to several 
studies in Swinkels et al., (2009). The connecting channels are often present where the 
strongest pressure gradient between the channels occurred. 
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A recirculating sediment transport pattern was observed in the tidal experiments. Sediment 
was being transported during one phase of the tides in the ebb-tidal channels, while 
sediment was transported backwards during reversed flow in the flood-channels. Due to 
symmetrical tides the flood and ebb channels had the same dimensions and dynamics. This 
pattern of recirculating sediment transport pattern was also observed in the Westerschelde 
(Swinkels et al, 2009), where the circulating pattern is the result of the asymmetric water 
motion during ebb and flood. A residual sediment-circulating pattern was also observed in 
the Cobequid bay, Fundy according to the investigation of Dalrymple (1977). There, deep 
major channels that were located at the north and south shores of the bay were flood 
dominated as was shown from their data. Channels in the middle of the bay were shallower 
and were ebb-dominated channels (Dalrymple, 1977). This result eventually in two large-
scale flow cells and sediment transport cells in the bay.  
	  
5.2	  Dominant	  forcing	  parameter:	  tidal	  excursion	  length	  	  
The crucial parameter that controlled the formation of free tidal bars seemed to be tidal 
excursion length. In the first experiments (failure case, table 4A), tidal excursion length was 
to low for bars to develop in the system. Probably no sufficient feedback between the flow 
and sediment caused perturbations to develop towards significant bars. The results show 
that only bar length is significantly correlated to tilting speed (fig 4.14), amplitude (fig 4.17) 
and tidal delay (fig 4.18).  

	  
5.2.1	  Tidal	  excursion	  length	  and	  bar	  length	  	  
High tidal excursion length is the combination of higher amplitudes and lower tilting speed 
sand low tidal excursion length is the combination of lower amplitudes and higher tilting 
speeds. Bar length that scaled with tilting speed (fig 4.15) can be explained by the fact that 
when tilting speed increased, tidal period decreased and there is less time for the tidal 
currents to accelerate. This may result in less sediment being transported with the tidal 
currents and hence tidal bars remained smaller in length. Bar length scaled also with tilting 
amplitude (4.17). When tilting amplitude increased, the slope increased which resulted in a 
stronger pressure gradient. Flow could accelerate more easily and therefore sediment 
transport increased which resulted in increased bar length. Bar length was also significantly 
correlated to tidal delay (fig 4.18). When delay increased, bars increased in their average 
length. This may be due to the fact that the flow had more time to transport sediment 
before the flow reversed which enhanced sediment transport and bars increase in their 
length. It must be noted that the effect of the delay is difficult to investigate while most 
experiments exhibited the same value for the delay. Strange is the fact then that tidal delay 
does not correlate well to bar width and height, as one might expect increasing bar height 
and width as delay increased, as more time is present for the flow to transport sediment 
before the currents reversed again.  
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The combination of the parameters demonstrates the fact that tidal excursion length is 
significant correlated to the length of the bars (fig 4.19). This is the most important relation 
between parameters as this result is in agreement with previous modelling studies. 
Schramkowski et al., (2002) modelled the excitation of bars with stability analyses. Their 
results showed that the growth rate of bars do not only depend on wavenumber of the 
channel and perturbations, but also on tidal excursion length. The results of the tidal 
experiments are in agreement with the results obtained by Schramkowski et al., (2002) (fig 
4.19). The results of Schramkowski et al., (2004), who extended their stability analyses with 
non-linear effects to study finite-amplitude tidal bars (chapter 2.3), showed that finite-
amplitude bars initialed when they scaled with tidal excursion length. It seems logical for bar 
length to scale with tidal excursion length, as net horizontal distance over which water 
moves during one tidal phase increases (high tidal excursion length). Sediment could be 
transported further upstream or downstream to form longer bars. Despite the fact that the 
net horizontal distance over which water moves increased, no correlation was present 
between tidal excursion length and bar height.  
 
According to fluvial bar theory the width/depth ratio of the channel is the crucial parameter 
that controls the formation of free fluvial bars (Tubino et al., 2013; Kleinhans, 2010; 
Kleinhans and van den Berg, 2010). Fluvial bars only initiate when the ratio is above a 
certain threshold value. However, the effect of the width/depth ratio for the bars in the tidal 
experiments is not investigated by varying channel width. The width/depth ratio for the tidal 
experiments is more than 100, which falls in the range of highly braiding rivers (high 
braiding index) according to Kleinhans and van den Berg (2010) for both sand and gravel-
bed rivers (fig 2.7). However, no braiding pattern occurred in the tidal experiments and no 
braiding bars developed. Width/depth ratios for tidal systems is therefore probably different 
related to the development of overdamped, underdamped and exciting bar regimes that 
influence channel pattern. 
 

5.2.1	  Tidal	  excursion	  length	  and	  bar	  shape	  	  
Visual observations showed that wide, round/diamond-shaped and long tidal bars (fig 4.20) 
were found in tidal experiments with high tidal excursion length. High tidal excursion lengths 
(higher amplitudes and lower tilting speeds) caused few bars at initiation, which developed 
towards large round/diamonds-shaped tidal bars. This may be due to the fact that the high 
amplitudes enhanced sediment transport because the high amplitude resulted in higher slope 
values for the tilting basin (table 3.1). Due to increased slope flow strength is enhanced and 
this increased sediment transport. The high tidal excursion length resulted in a longer period 
for flood and ebb flow, which implied that there is more time for the sediment to be 
transported with the tidal currents. When more sediment could be transported, bars grew 
more extensively, which results in wider, rounder and longer bars (fig 4.2). Another trend for 
experiments with high tidal excursion length is that those experiments exhibited less tidal 
bars. This may be due to the fact that due to the much wider and rounder-shaped bars, bars 
were more easily merged or being overtaken by other bars, which eventually leads to less 
bars in the system (but higher and wider).  
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The high and round tidal bars formed in the tidal experimental setting are also found in 
natural tidal systems. For example, large round tidal bars are found in the Dutch Wadden 
Sea and Aberdovey estuary (fig 2.2). In those natural tidal systems bars seems also round-
shaped. Round-shaped tidal bars are also found in the Cobequid bay, Fundy. Here, bars are 
asymmetric in form where length is being longer than bar width.  
 
Elongated and sharper-edged bars (fig 4.20) were found in systems with low tidal excursion 
length. Low tidal excursion length resulted in multiple bar rows below each other, which 
eventually developed towards thin, small and shaper bars. When tidal period is lower, there 
is less time for the sediment to be transported in the tidal channels. Less sediment is 
deposited at the end of the channel to increase bar height, width and length. Also due to the 
low tidal period, bars grew less fast and change to be merged together or overtaking by 
other bars is therefore relatively much smaller. However, tidal period is small, but there are 
relatively seen more tidal cycles for bars to develop. Sharper-edged tidal bars can also be 
found in natural tidal systems, such as in the Western Scheldt in the Netherlands (fig 2.1).  
 

5.3	  Braided	  rivers	  bars 
This chapter will describe the experimental braided rivers bars itself compared to previous 
braided river studies and will describe differences between the tidal and braided rivers bars 
in experimental setting.  

 

5.3.1	  Experimental	  braided	  bars	  
The braided river that was formed in the experimental setting was characterized by multiple 
channel systems, irregular bar pattern and bars that varied in their shape and size (fig 4.28). 
An important feature of braiding bars in the experiments is the interaction between their 
bars and channels. Visual observations it showed that the braided rivers bars were eroded by 
migration of the channels and bars itself induced channel avulsions within the experimental 
river system. These characterizations are in agreement with the results of the modelling 
study of Schuurman et al, (in prep).  They modelled self-formed braided rivers with a 
physics-based model to quantify bar pattern dynamics that are compared with field 
observations, flume experiments and linear stability analyses. The bars were dynamically 
active which implies that the bars were still modified in their dimensions through the 
evolution of the system. In full-scale nature systems bars can be stable, as is the case in the 
Brahmaputra where their bars are stable due to vegetation or topographic forcings or 
resistant rivers banks. 
 
The braided rivers bars formed probably as a response due to a perturbation of the initial flat 
bedlevel, whereas positive feedback between the flow and sediment resulted in the 
formation of channels and bars. This is probably the main reason why upstream bars formed. 
Downstream bars however, could also be formed as a response of perturbations of the flow 
upstream due to bars. These results are in agreement with Schuurman et al, (in press). The 
braided rivers bars formed in the experimental setting were relatively formed very fast. In 
the first stage bar formation, the bars grew rapidly in their horizontal direction. The first 
formed bars grew due to bar merging and migrated relatively fast downstream. 
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The channels were eroded deeper (fig 4.28) and sediment transport was more concentrated 
in the channels. The system remained active during the end of the experiment, as bars grew 
due to merging or eroded due to erosive force of the tidal channels.  
 
Braided rivers bars are found in rivers with relatively large width-to-depth ratio, as been 
explained by linear stability analyses (several studies in Schuurman et al, in press; Kleinhans, 
2010; Kleinhans and van den Berg, 2010). River pattern can be predicted by the use of 
potential specific stream power, as a function of valley slope, channel width and mean 
annual discharge as was illustrated by Kleinhans and Van den Berg (2010). For a braiding 
pattern do develop a sufficient high potential specific stream power and a large enough 
width-to-depth ratio are necessary (Schuurman et al, in press). The braided river bars in the 
experimental setting were formed under the same width-ratio as the tidal bars, but then 
sufficient sediment supply upstream was necessary. The sediment feeder was necessary 
upstream to feed enough sediment to the system to prevent erosion upstream that would 
prevent the braiding pattern to develop (as was seen by visual observation).  
Other necessary conditions for the formation of braided bars were a sufficient slope for the 
tilting basin in order to initiate bedload and suspended load transport and configuration 
forcing.   
 
The bars that formed in experimental setting were irregular bars inbetween the multiple 
channels (fig 4.28). The bars migrated relatively fast downstream through the braiding river. 
Some bars merged together to form larger braided river bars, which migrated downstream. 
These observations in the experimental setting are in agreement with Schuurman et al, (in 
press). Field observations (Schuurman et al, in press) have showed that braided bars have 
different sizes and shapes and can be classified into three types of bars: unit bars, 
compound bars and islands (several studies in Schuurman et al, in press). The unit bars are 
the key element in braiding rivers as they migrate fast through the river. When unit bars 
merge together, they form large, irregular compound bars. Those bars can be either mid-
channel bars or bank-attached bars. Islands are often covered by vegetation and are more 
stable. Those three types of bars are often found in braiding rivers, such as the Brahmaputra 
in India. It seems that unit bars and compound bars were found in experimental settings. No 
islands were visible due to the fact that the bars were not stable (no vegetation or strong 
banks).  

 

5.3.2	  Braided	  river	  bars	  versus	  tidal	  bars	  	  	  	  	  
Braided river bars and tidal bars differ much in their shape. Bars formed under uniform flow 
were higher in both bar width and height, but smaller in their length (table 4.5). The smaller 
length was probably due to the fact that the multiple channel system cuts the bars more 
often, which leaded to a reduction of bar length. The bars were higher in width and height. 
This may be due to the fact that more sediment was available for the growth of bars due to 
sediment supply upstream and reversing flow did not influenced the bars.  
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No significant correlates were present between bar width and height and length (fig 4.29) 
and between number of bars and bar width, length and height (fig 4.30). Probably more 
experiments should be performed, as now only three braided river experiments were 
performed. This is different from the tidal experiments, as there is a strong significant 
correlation between bar width and height (fig 4.11). Also in the tidal experiments number of 
bars is significantly correlated to bar width, as is not the case for the braided river 
experiments.  
 

5.3	  Recommendations	  	  
The first recommendation is to remove the ‘carpet’ in the tilting basin, as the carpet released 
a lot of unwanted fluff in the tidal system. The fluff in the system influenced the tidal 
currents in such way that they were obstacles for the flow and hence those perturbations 
may lead to the development of bars or tidal channels in the system. Then, bars and 
channels developed due to unwanted external forcings instead of spontaneous forcings.  
 
In the present configuration the water flowed in- and out of the system through an opening 
of 10 centimeters. However, this small opening influenced in- and outflow and also initiation 
and further development of bars and channels in the system. It is therefore recommended 
that inflow and outflow of water is through a larger opening such that the opening does not 
influence inflow and outflow. Bars and channels were also influenced by the edge of the 
tilting basin. Deep channels formed along the edges of the basin. Adding roughness to the 
edges may prevent this.  
 
Tidal delay is not varied as much as the other two variables. It is suggested that more 
experiments are performed with varying tidal delay in order to investigate the effect of tidal 
delay on bars and channels. Also unrealistic large scour holes were present in the system. It 
is suggested that coarser sediment is used to prevent such unrealistic scour holes.  
 
In order to experiment further on tidal bars more elements on the tidal system can be added. 
Now, only a sediment bed was present for the investigation of bar and channel initiation and 
development. To improve the investigation on bars fluvial input can be added to the system, 
or adding mud (silica flour) and adding vegetation (alfalfa). Also bars in estuaries are 
influenced by waves and sea level rise, therefore experiments on waves and seal level rise 
are necessary. Humans also influence many estuaries all around the world by dredging and 
dumping. The effect of these influences can be investigated by further research.  
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6.	  Conclusions	  
The conclusion answers the main research questions of this thesis that are listed in chapter 
2.5: 
 
Do tidal bars develop spontaneously in tidal experiments or only results from forcings 
(forcing such as channel curvature, variations in width)? 
Free tidal bars and ebb- and flood-dominated channels were produced in a tilting basin in all 
tidal experiments. Both tidal bars and ebb- and flood-dominated channels initiated 
spontaneously due to small perturbations in the sediment bed that ultimately lead to the 
formation of bedforms in the tidal system. No forcings, such as channel curvature or 
variation in width were necessary for free bars and channels to develop.  
 
Which elements characterize formed tidal bars in experimental setting?  
In the tidal system two type of bars emerged:  

(1) Large round/diamond-shaped bars 
(2) Elongated sharper-edged bars 

The main forcing behind the significant differences in the tidal systems is tidal excursion 
length. The experiments demonstrated that bar length is significantly correlated to tidal 
excursion length. This observation is in agreement with modelling studies by Schramkowski 
et al., (2002) and Schramkowski et al., (2004). In the experiments bar width scaled with bar 
height. Another striking observation is that bars were only morphological active during one 
phase. Bars exhibited no net migration, which is in agreement with model studies by 
Seminara and Tubino (2001).  
 
Is the tidal channel network created in experimental setting similar to nature (i.e. ebb- and 
flood-tidal channels according to van Veen (1950) and how are the ebb- and flood-tidal 
characterized? 
The experiment exited ebb- and flood-dominated channels that were active during one tidal 
phase. The flood channel was open to the flood current and exhibited a bar at the end, while 
the ebb channel was open to the ebb current and exhibited a bar at the end. This is in 
similar to nature (Westerschelde and the Wadden Sea, Van Veen (1950)). The presence of 
ebb- and flood-dominated channels indicated a recirculating sediment transport pattern.  
 
How is the braiding pattern characterized?  
The braided river formed in the experimental setting was characterized by multiple channel 
systems, irregular bar pattern and bars that varied in their shape and size. The bars that 
formed in experimental setting were irregular bars inbetween the multiple channels. The 
bars migrated relatively fast downstream through the braiding river.  
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How do tidal bars differ from (experimental) fluvial bars? 
Under symmetrical and asymmetrical currents tidal bars showed no net migration over a tidal 
cycle, whereas unstable fluvial bars migrate downstream. The forcing behind fluvial and tidal 
bars is also different. Fluvial bars are strongly determined by the width/depth ratio, whereas 
tidal bars are controlled by tidal excursion length. Tidal bar and fluvial bar wavelength scales 
both with channel width. Tidal bars in the experiments had wavelengths in the order of 3-6 
times the channel width. The wavelengths of free river bars fall in the range of 5-12 times 
channel width.   
 
Braided river bars formed in experimental setting and tidal bars differ significantly much in 
their shape. Bars formed under uniform flow were higher in both bar width and height, but 
smaller in their length.  
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